In addition to the documents themselves, introductory essays, annotation, and most reference material have been indexed. Most maps are not indexed; map coordinates for specific locations are given in the Geographical Directory. Spelling, punctuation, and capitalization of quotations have been standardized. Personal names are listed by their correct spellings, not by variant spellings that may be found in the documents, unless the correct spelling is unknown. Entries for married women are generally listed under the names used during the period covered by the volume. Unidentified individuals, such as “Mr. Shelton,” are included in this index. In subentry text, Joseph Smith (JS) and Hyrum Smith (HS) are referred to by their initials.

When found in an entry, “id.” indicates an entry in the Biographical Directory or Geographical Directory or other text that summarizes the topic, “def.” refers to a passage that defines the topic, “illus.” indicates a photograph or other illustration, and “handwriting of” identifies documents that an individual inscribed.

A
Abel (biblical figure), 360
Abiff, Hiram, 43n75
Abolitionists and abolitionism: Massachusetts challenging imprisonment of free black sailors in South Carolina, 294n351, 305n387; U.S. presidential campaign of JS on, xxxv, 39n64. See also Slaves and slavery
Abraham (biblical figure), 53n124, 92n36, 103, 117, 530n16
Acadians expelled from Nova Scotia, 293
Adam (biblical figure), 307n36
Adam-ondi-Ahman, Mo., 307n36
Adams, George Washington Joshua: id., 58n586; acting in Pizarro; or, The Death of Rolla, 131n397; on difference between church and kingdom, 124–125; disciplined, 80n200, 323, 339n486, 340n489; eastern states, division and disorder in church branches in, 212; image, 633 (illus.); on joys of sitting on council, 82, 95; in list of council members by age, 188; as member of Council of Fifty, 80, 649 (chart); plural marriages, unauthorized, 339n486; on principles of righteousness and order in the kingdom, 150; reappointment to council, discussion of, 323, 339–340; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148; rejected as member of Council of Fifty, 226; sent to call Quorum of Twelve Apostles to Nauvoo after death of JS, 205; shipwrecked, 125; on JS as prophet, priest, and king, 105; JS debt owed to D. Yearsley, 230n134; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 82
Adams, James, 230n134
Adams, John, 115n332
Adams, John Quincy, 172n549
Administrative records. See Record keeping
Adultery: G. Adams disciplined for, 80n200; William Law, refusal of JS to seal marriage of, 192; JS accused of adultery and fornication with plural wife Maria Lawrence, 168n529, 193
Aeneid (Virgil), 420
Age, seniority by, xxxi, xxxii, 43–44, 186, 215, 218n80, 280
Agriculture: advance company to plant spring crops in relocation site, 515; cotton, growing, 143–144, 326; record harvest (1845), Saints’ expectations of, 462; relocation to American West, not sowing wheat as testimony of, 485; supply requirements for relocation to American West, 502–503
Ahman or Awman as “name of God in pure language,” xxxvii n61, 48, 81, 83, 113
Alcohol: A. Babbitt and, 150n458; D. Hollister operates liquor store in Baltimore, 215n73; officers from Carthage asking for liquor in Nauvoo, 480; sobriety, JS on importance of, 138–139; L. Wight and, 139n421–422; Word of Wisdom revelation on (1833), 139n422, 150n458
Aldrich, Mark, 314n414
Allegany Reservation, N.Y., American Indians on, 532n22
Allen, Mr., 314n414
Almanacs, printing and publishing, 412, 413
Almonte, Juan, 331n461
American Indians: on Allegany Reservation, N.Y., 532n22; as allies against Gentiles, 296–297, 349–350; belief in JS as prophet, 411; Black Hawk War (1832), 76n190, 116n335; burial mounds in Nauvoo region, 116n335; Canada, British policy regarding indigenous peoples of, 406n666, 407–408; conversion to Mormonism, 349n516, 463, 528; Council of Fifty cultivating relations with, xx–xxi, xxvi–xxvii, xlii, xliii, 15; “cousin Lemuel” as term for, 303, 403; delegations sent to Mormons by, xxvi, 73–74, 75–76, 77 (illus.); J. Dunham as missionary to, 229n120, 290n341; J. Emmett seeking to travel out of Nauvoo with, 245; first Lamanite admitted to any quorum of church, 251, 255; Hancock Co. Circuit Court, rumors of joint Mormon-Indian attack at, 442n781; historical sources on, 655; in Illinois, 341n491; Indian Removal Act of 1830, 30n38, 76n190; Indian Trade and Intercourse Act of 1834, 25n31; as Jews, 348; as Lamanites, xxvi; lands, seeking advice from JS regarding, 73–74, 75n188, 76; logging on lands of, 18, 25–29, 32–33; Manasseh, as descendants of, 255; marriages of Mormons to, 533; military conflicts with U.S. government, 116n335; G. Miller’s and L. Wight’s letters regarding, xxx, 11, 15, 18–36; Mormon beliefs about, xxvi–xxvii; ordination of missionaries to, 399n655; pan-Indian council (May 1845), 323–324, 342, 346–347, 348, 349–350, 378, 380, 399, 401, 434, 461–462; W. Phelps on abuse of, 94–95; pineries Mormons and, 156; population numbers, 528; presents and gift exchanges, 407, 410; proposal to jointly arm and supply with Canadians, 389, 403–411; proselytized by Mormons, xxvi–xxvii, xxx, xlii–xliii, 21, 27–29, 33, 35, 244n171, 268, 273–274, 296, 303, 399n655, 463, 532–533; proselytized by non-Mormon Christian denominations, 307–308; relocation or expansion of Saints to American West and, 268, 270–271, 273–274, 288n137; as slave owners, 35; JS’s desire to unite in peace, 58n139, 73n188; unification of, 325, 296, 323–324, 355, 356, 408, 461, 462; U.S. extinguishing eastern land claims and encouraging movement west, 29–30, 33–34, 303n83; Western Mission and, 276, 283, 296, 302–309, 323–324. See also Wisconsin mission to Lamanites
American Indian tribes and nations: Blacksnake, 396; Chocow Nation, 35; Creek Nation, 323–324, 461; Flathead, 328, 350n519, 395n645, 528; Iroquois, 328n454; Kickapoo, 253n218, 468n53; Mohawk, 463; Mohican, 295, 397, 432n743, 469n573; Mohican, 468n53; Oneida, 251, 253n218, 470, 471; Pawnee, 323, 342n495; Sauk and Fox, xxvi, 116n335, 528; Seneca, 399n655, 467, 469; Sioux, 58n140, 462, 463; Stockbridge, 461, 468–469; Winnebago (Ho Chunk), 251n29, 26 (map), 32, 156n486. See also Cherokee Nation; Chippewa; Comanche and Comanche territory; Delaware tribe; Menominee; Potawatomi
American Revolution, 353n526
Americans, Read!!! Gen. Joseph Smith’s Views . . . (1844), 135n408
Ancestors, 30n39, 530n14
Ancient of Days, xxxix, 307
Ancient order of councils, xxxi, 43
Anderson, Joseph, 6
Annexation of Texas, xxx, xlii, 17–18, 37n136, 68, 107, 140–145, 314n462, 180, 271n278, 272n281, 331. See also Texas
Anointings: as euphemism for attacking, 260, 321; not occurring within Council of Fifty, 96n259; of Quorum of Twelve, 380n938; temple, ritual washings and anointings in, 302
Antiquities of the Jews (Josephus), 53n124
Apaquachawba (Potawatomi chief), 75n188
Arkansas, 291, 316n421
Arsenal, Nauvoo, 230n128–129, 290, 416–417, 462, 483
Atchison, David, 166n27
Augusta, Iowa Territory, 529
“Aunt Peggy,” 258–260, 314n431
Austin, Moses, 44n79
Austin, Stephen F., 44n79, 177n563
Awman or Ahman as “name of God in pure language,” xxxvii n61, 48, 81, 83, 113

B

BABBITT, ALMON WHITING: id., 586; handwriting of, 149 (illus.); image, 633 (illus.)

CHURCH ACTIVITIES
disciplined, 64n157, 150n458; disposal of Mormon property prior to relocation, 506; downward of, 157n488; France, mission to, 147, 148–150, 321, 519; judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 320–321, 369n568; W. Law and, 65; on Nauvoo House, 384–385, 386; on S. Rigdon, 275; on Saints relocating to American West, 267–268, 476; on shipping arrangements for California, 499

CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
on U. Brown’s naval weapon, 311n10; on Cherokees, 304, 342; defense of Saints accused of thefts at Lima, 436, 437–438, 439–440; in Illinois legislature, 311, 521n31; on Illinois petition to see if state will buy out or sell to Mormons, 267, 279n309; J. Lamborn on,
INDEX

232n140; legal background of, 64n157; Nauvoo, reorganization and incorporation of, 372, 387, 426n727; Nauvoo Legion and, 427, 430; Nauvoo printing operations and, 377, 495, 510, 520; not listed as Mason, 86n220; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 441, 449; on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 71; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter and, 212–213, 232n141, 265–268, 295, 376; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 292, 295, 317n422; on tax collection delay until after May 1846 in Hancock Co., 515–516; writs served on brethren, committee to examine, 422, 423, 425

CORRESPONDENCE

Letters to: council members apologizing for absence, 86 (text), 149 (illus.)

COUNCIL OF FIFTY

authorizing B. Johnson and John Smith to vote for, 148n456; as committee member, 295, 312, 387, 652 (chart), 653 (chart); in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of, 64–66, 649 (chart); nonattendance or tardiness at meetings, 84, 86, 130n388, 149, 392; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 252, 276, 298, 372, 380, 388, 390, 421, 438, 441, 466, 486, 510, 539; to remain in Nauvoo as business agent of, 510, 512, 543; on renaming of, 321; on rules and procedures, 280, 281–282, 321; on size of, 400; sustained as member of, 215n73, 225; Texas settlement negotiations, 146; on Western Mission, 291, 304, 307–309, 310–312, 391n647

VIEWS AND TEACHINGS

on A. Campbell’s views on Mormonism, 84; eternity, on continuation of council in, 222n85; on inflammatory speech, 308–309, 310–311; on kingdom of God, 73; on laws in general, 79

Backenstos, Jacob B.: id., 586; alternate municipal charter for Nauvoo introduced to Illinois legislature by, 267n359; anti-Mormon threats against, 427, 443, 445; as business agent of council, 310, 312, 542, 543n11; as committee member, 653 (chart); correspondence with T. Ford on Mormons escaping arrest, 509, 519n50; defense of Mormon rights in Illinois legislature, 311n404; on M. Deming as martyr, 445n788; J. Lamborn on, 232n140; on resistance to marshal serving writs for unpaid debts in Kirtland, 420; tax collection delay, served with injunction regarding, 112n33; violence against Mormons in Hancock Co. (autumn 1843), response to, 477–479, 483–484, 493n119; F. Worrell, tried for killing of, 487

Letter: to B. Young introducing L. Scott and M. Noyes, 486, 487 (text)

Backward spelling code, 42n74

“Backwoodsman,” letter from, 518

Badham, Richard, 168n529

Badlam, Alexander, Sr.: id., 587; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 220n81, 226n102; on death of JS, 206; image, 634 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 188; as member of Council of Fifty, 2021, 43, 140, 468 (chart); Nauvoo House and, 2021, 44n79; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148; rejected as member of Council of Fifty, 226; traveling with J. Emmett, 2021, 6n66n66, 169; traveling with G. Miller, 20, 44n79

Bagot Commission (1842), 406n666, 407n672

Baldwin, Roger S., 316n419, 389

Baltimore: Catholics, Mormon efforts to sell property to, 483; political conventions in, 133n404, 157n489, 162n515

Baptisms: construction of Nauvoo temple and baptisms for the dead, 30n39

Baptism of specific individuals: L. Dana, 253n218; J. Emmett, rebaptism, 463, 472; W. Law, 65n162

Baptists, 84n212, 164n521, 308n398, 469, 509n26

Barabas (biblical figure), 131, 398

Barnett, John T., 356

Bartlett, Bryant, 196n619

Bartlett, Franklin J., 196n619

Beaubien, Madore, 76n189

Beer Springs (along Bear River on Oregon Trail), 513

Beheading, as penalty for breaking oath, 42, 43n75

Belleville (Ill.) Advocate, 90n231, 132n399

Benedict, Kirby, 266n258

Benison, William H., 494

Bennet, James Arlington: id., 587; correspondence with S. Houston on Saints migrating to Texas, 142n433; Nauvoo city scrip forwarded to, to prosecute state for recovery of value, 430; proposed as JS’s running mate, 57n138, 158n491; on repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter, 361

Bennett, John Cook: id., 587–588; in church history, 366–368; disaffection of, 192n599; as mayor of Nauvoo, xx; on plural marriage, 150n66; post office problems and, 168n530

Bennett, Samuel, 194

Benson, Ezra T., 133n403, 539, 546

Benson, William, 409, 410n676

Bent, Samuel: id., 588; on G. Adams, 340; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 546; as chairman pro tem, 55, 85; as committee member, 291, 299, 322, 325, 348, 390, 395, 417, 419, 422, 433n74, 476, 481, 499n135, 652 (chart), 653 (chart); on confidentiality, 262n246; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 218–220; on J. Emmett, 532;
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Bent, Samuel (continued)
at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; grand jury. Western Mission participants selected for, 378, 395; in lists of council members by age, 187, 417; as member of Council of Fifty, 50–52, 648 (chart); missions for those targeted by judicial writs proposed by, 300–301; as Nauvoo city councilor, 374n173; on Nauvoo House Association, 431; prayer led by, 109, 253; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 218, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 438, 441, 453, 466, 479, 486, 510, 537; relocation, first families and companies selected for, 481; on relocation of church to American West, 475, 481; on trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 456; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 134, 159; Western Mission and, 274, 283, 290n42, 299, 300, 322, 325, 348, 353, 390, 395, 417, 419, 422, 433n74; L. Wight company in Iowa Territory, report on, 436–437, 438–439; writs served on brethren, committee to examine, 423
Benton, Jessie, 184n570
Benton, Thomas Hart, 144, 188, 588 (id.)
Bent’s Fort, 350n517
Bernhisel, John Milton: id., 588–589; absence from first meeting of council after death of JS, 216n73; on annexation of Texas, 107; as committee member, 291, 295, 312, 325n446, 387, 652 (chart), 653 (chart); on emigrants to Upper California, 496; in Illinois legislature, 512n31; image, 634 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 44n79, 648 (chart); on Mexico, 352; Nauvoo, reorganization and incorporation of, 372, 387, 426n572; on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 55; on police guarding temple in Nauvoo, 504; prayer led by, 466; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 451, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; on relations between Texas and Mexico, 73; to remain in Nauvoo as business agent of council, 510, 520; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter by state legislature and, 295; on reporter for trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 457; JS Bible revision: citation of, 657; printing and publishing, 414; on war in heaven, 360n545
Billings, Eunice, 525n71
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 196n616, 264n254, 333n468
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 348
Bogan, Lawrence, 144
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 590 (id.)
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 374n173
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 150
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 502
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 300
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 325, 348, 353
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 390
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 417
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 419
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 422
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 433n74
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 453
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 466
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 479
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 486
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 510
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 538
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 588
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 589 (id.)
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 590 (id.)
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 374n173
Bogus machines (used in counterfeiting money), 653 (chart)
Bonney, Edward William: id., 590; counterfeiting charges against, 508; disenchantment with Mormons, 226n101; in list of council members by age, 188; as Mason, 86n220; as member of Council of Fifty, 74, 649 (chart); on Nauvoo, 74n184; as non-Mormon, 74n184, 97n263, 226n101; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 165; rejected as member of Council of Fifty, 226; traveling to Indiana to bring family to Nauvoo, 97, 109n299; writ for arrest of JS and others in destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 196
Book of Abraham, 92n134
Book of Mormon: American Indians, copies given to, 75n188; citation of, 656; on cleansing
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garments of blood, 155n.477; Delusions: An Analysis of the Book of Mormon (A. Campbell, 1832), 84n.212; on ensign to the nations or standard to the people, xxviii, 117n.440; "God and the Lamb" in, 96n.261; S. Houston, copy sent to, 143n.436, 206; on Lamanites, xxvi; Nauvoo House, records deposited in foundation of, 344n.501; printing of, 413, 415

Boston, Mass., 78n.195, 483, 561 (id.)

Boston Times, 205

Bouck, William C., 227n.104

Brackenbury, Benjamin, 297, 299–300, 318, 320, 590 (id.)

Brady, Mathew B., studio of, 141

Brannan, Samuel, 77, 227n.103, 339n.486, 507, 514n.38

Brower, Ariah, 375n.577

Brown, John (Mormon), 17n.2

Brown, John (Cherokee chief), 590 (id.)

Letters: from L. Dana on exploring party, 469–470 (text); to L. Dana on exploring party, 470–471 (text)

Brownlow, William Gannaway, 272n.280

Brunson, Alfred, 25n.29, 29n.36–37

Bryan, William, 143n.436

Bryant, David, 231

Buchanan, James, 331n.461

Buffalo (animal), 513

Bullock, Thomas: as clerk or scribe, xxi, 8–9, 60n.146, 63, 153n.470, 247, 462, 526, 527; on J. Emmett leading party out of Nauvoo, 247n.191; handwriting of, 526 (illus.), 527–533; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 539; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 328n.452

Burdick, Thomas, 290n.341

Butler, John L., 58n.140, 528

Butterfield, Justin, 169, 591 (id.)

C

Cahoon, Reynolds: id., 591; absence from council meeting excused, 380, 390; administrative motions made by, 342; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 546; as committee member, 652 (chart); on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 220; on difference between church and kingdom, 121; on emergency defense and place of refuge, 340–341; on fencing dispute in Nauvoo, 455; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; Illinois state nominating convention for JS, 160, 165; image, 634 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 44n.79, 648 (chart); Nauvoo House Association records, disorganized state of, 343; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 446, 449; pineries, proposal for Mormon reserve in, 293; post office transfer and, 166; prayer led by, 138; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 218, 298, 324, 372, 421, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 537; relocation to American West and, 481, 496; state governors petitioned by Mormons on grievances in Missouri and Illinois, 293; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 81–82, 106–107, 116n.336; urging JS to give himself up, 198n.626; on U.S. Constitution, 101, 116n.336; on Western Mission, 283–285, 456; writs served on Mormons, committee to examine, 423

Cain (biblical figure), 111, 360

Cain, Joseph, 375n.577

Calhoun, John C., xxxiv–xxxv, 144n.441

California: id., 561–562; Americans emigrating to, 496; T. Ford recommending Mormon move to, 429; government in, 354n.530; Great Basin identified as relocation or expansion site for church, xxi, xliii, 464–465, 472; opposition to Mormons from intended settlers in, 518; population of, 305; proposed relocation or expansion of church to, xxi, xxvii, xxx, xlii, xliii, 40, 184, 286n.331, 322, 326, 328–332, 347, 350–352, 354–356; railroad proposed for Isthmus of Panama and travel to, 331; rebellion in, 304; "The Upper California" (song by J. Taylor), 12, 322 (text), 332, 380, 394, 404–405 (text), 404–405, 432, 436n.776; U.S. citizens ordered to leave, 267; Western Mission and, 296, 304. See also Western expedition to Oregon and California

California Bay (Gulf of California): id., 562; Colorado River, 286n.331, 350n.517, 352n.522, 518n.419; relocation or expansion of church to American West and, 286n.331, 326, 328

California Trail, 475

Calkins, Isaac, 454

Calvin, John, 96n.258

Campbell, Alexander, 84

Campbell, Robert, 408n.674

Campbellites converting to Mormonism, 84n.212

Camp of Israel expedition (1834), 522n.63
Canada: id., 562; American Indians, proposal to jointly arm and supply, 389, 403–411; authority of British courts in, 372; British policy regarding indigenous peoples of, 406n666, 407–408; JS on U.S. annexation of, 18

Cannon, George Q., xxxiii, 5–6, 375n577

Capitol, U.S., 173 (illus.)

“Cap Stone” (hymn), 454

Captains of hundreds and fifties, reports of, 520–525, 542–543, 545, 546–550

Carlin, Thomas, xx

Carrington, Albert: id., 591–592; as committee member, 652n2 (chart); image, 634 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 419; as member of Council of Fifty, 277, 649 (chart); recorded in attendance at council meeting, 298, 324, 348, 372, 388, 390, 421, 422, 423, 441, 453, 466, 486, 510–512, 539; on Western Mission, 275, 290

Carter, Charles W., 539

Carthage, ancient, 125, 235n149

Carthage, Ill.: id., 562; anti-Mormon convention in (Oct. 1845), 485, 486n104, 488n110, 494n122; J. Backenstos posse occupying, 478, 493n119; Hamilton Hotel, 342n493; officers from, asking for liquor in Nauvoo, 480; opposition to Mormons in, 88n228, 126n369, 427–441, 442–452; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter and reversion to services of, 319, 332–333; JS indicted by grand jury in, 165n523, 168n529, 193; writ for arrest of JS and others in destruction of *Nauvoo Expositor* and, 195

Carthage Greys, 199, 200n631, 265n254, 336n477, 427n730–731

Cass, Israel S., store of, 480

Clark, Hiram, 416

Clark, Hugh, 330n456

Clay, Edward H., 77

Clay, Henry: G. Miller sent to visit, 157n490, 159n495; Missouri, redress sought by Saints from, 172n549; on one-term presidencies, 158n494; JS’s correspondence with, xxxiv; JS’s unwillingness to vote for, 90n231

Clay Co., Mo., high council in, xviii, xxi

Clayton, David, 32n47

CLAYTON, WILLIAM: id., 592; images, 10 (illus.), 635 (illus.)

Church activities on anti-Mormon feeling in Illinois, 214; on first Lamanite admitted to any quorum of church, 329–330; Maria Monk publications, anti-Catholic, 391n42; minority rights, JS’s U.S. presidential campaign championing, xxxvi; Philadelphia, anti-Catholic riots in, 310n456; principle of religious separation and, 242; property of Mormons, efforts to sell or rent, 481, 498, 506, 510, 512–513, 519, 520; sympathy between Mormons and, 329; theocracy associated with, xxxvi

Catiline, 105

Ceremonial clothing used during temple rituals, 525

Chaffin, Louis R., 511

Charles, John F., 393n657

Chases (for printing presses), 413

Chastisement, of D. Yearsley, 453

Chatfield, Norman, 156

Cheyenne Nation: id., 562; A. Babbitt on, 304, 342; L. Dana correspondence with, 469–471; L. Dana information on, 466, 468; land claims brought before Congress by, 185n575; letter of introduction from T. Hendrick for Western Mission members to, 461; pan-Indian council (May 1845) and, 324, 342, 461; proselytization of, 307–308; as slave owners, 35; Western Mission and, 296, 303, 304, 306, 307–308, 324, 389, 395, 399

Chepewa (Ojibwe): territory, 21n25, 26 (map), 32–33; Wisconsin Saints and, 21, 29n35, 156n486

Choate, Rufus, 132n400, 174n553

Choctaw, 35

Church and kingdom, difference between, 108, 121–129

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints: chronology of names of, xv n1; church and kingdom, difference between, 108, 121–129; extralegal violence and vigilantism, attitudes toward, xlii–xliii; fourteenth anniversary of founding of, 81; independent nation, motion for Mormons to declare themselves to be, 454; number of members in 1846, 243; relationship of Council of Fifty to church, xxii; unity of, after death of JS, 249

Clapp, Israel S., store of, 480

Clark, Hiram, 416

Clark, Hugh, 330n456

Clay, Edward H., 77

Clay, Henry: G. Miller sent to visit, 157n490, 159n495; Missouri, redress sought by Saints from, 172n549; on one-term presidencies, 158n494; JS’s correspondence with, xxxiv; JS’s unwillingness to vote for, 90n231

Clay Co., Mo., high council in, xviii, xxi

Clayton, David, 32n47

CLAYTON, WILLIAM: id., 592; images, 10 (illus.), 635 (illus.)

Church activities on anti-Mormon feeling in Illinois, 214; on first Lamanite admitted to any quorum of church, 329; “last charge” of JS and, 62–63; Nauvoo House Association and, 363, 381n605, 431n740; on Nauvoo temple construction, 302n376: pinnacles, proposal for Mormon reserve in, 216, 217, 293n349; on rebaptism of J. Emmett, 463n32; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, xlii–xliii, 257n333, 464; W. Smith believed to be trying to prevent relocation of Saints, 512n30; on succession to JS, 207n20

Civic, political, and military affairs on J. Hardin’s search of Nauvoo, 484n94; on judicial writs as anti-Mormon harassment, 301n374; at Nauvoo Masonic Lodge meetings, 479n98, 50, 54; Nauvoo printing office moved into Masonic hall, 456n693; W. Peck, attack on, 260n242; poor, collection for, 456n820; on Potawatomi delegation, 76n19; on repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter, 213; at trial of
H. Wilson and J. Reynolds, 138n45; on trustees for incorporated town of Nauvoo, 426n727

COUNCIL OF FIFTY

absence from council meetings, 137, 138, 148, 165, 247; on A. Babbitt, 266n257; as clerk of, xxiv, xxiii, xxxi, xlvi, 3–4, 19, 39, 44, 46n93, 165, 179, 215, 225n95; as committee member, 635 (chart); on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 225; on Council of Fifty declared by JS to be God’s constitution, 130; at first meeting after death of JS, 218; in lists of council members by age, 190, 417n698, 419; meetings not attended by, 15n1, 19–20, 45; as member of, 43, 44n79, 648 (chart); on organization of, 40; on purpose of, xxxiv; reconvention in autumn 1845, notice of, 465–466; recorded in attendance at meeting, 165, 218, 252, 277, 298, 324, 348, 372, 388, 390, 433, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 512, 539; sustained as member of, 225; temporary suspension of, 452–453; on Western Mission, 252

personal

L. Dana lodging with, 253n218; on death of J. Dunham, 468n51; reaction to murder of JS, 205; sore finger, 462; toothache, 81–82

record keeping

account of JS’s June 1844 activities, incarceration, and murder, xl, 15–17, 190–204; attendance roll for Council of Fifty created by, 535–539; autograph signatures, 5; burial of Council of Fifty records by, xxxii–xxxiii, 198, 205, 222n86; clerical experience, 7; as clerk of Council of Fifty, xxi, xxiii, xxxi, xlvii, 3–4, 6–14, 15, 19, 39, 44, 46n93, 165, 179, 215, 225n95; disorder and confusion in meeting making it hard to take minutes, 165, 169; on events surrounding death of JS, in journal, 198nn625–626, 199n629, 200n632, 204n645; fingerprint of, 397 (illus.); handwriting of, 2 (illus.), 20–525, 22–23 (illus.), 41 (illus.), 49 (illus.), 83 (illus.), 98–99 (illus.), 136 (illus.), 179 (illus.), 189 (illus.), 259 (illus.), 261 (illus.), 287 (illus.), 397 (illus.), 404–405 (illus.), 435 (illus.), 451 (illus.), 474 (illus.), 501 (illus.), 524 (illus.), 534 (illus.), 537–539, 544 (illus.), 546–550; journal of, 118n9, 12, 15, 45, 48n104, 96n261, 108, 215, 222n85, 322, 388, 440–441, 466n47, 654; lists of council members’ names and birthdays created by, 186, 215, 457, 538n2; 536

VIEWS AND TEACHINGS

eternity, on continuation of council in, 222n85; on kingdom of God, 72, 108; on war in heaven, 360n45

Colborne, John, 407
Cole, Joseph, 45
The Colony, Tex., 144n439

Colorado River (of Texas), 30n41, 34, 35, 244, 271n278
Colorado River (western), 286n331, 350n517, 352n322, 518n49, 562 (id.)
Comanche and Comanche territory (Comancheia); id., 562–66; pan-Indian council (May 1845) and, 323, 342; Western Mission and, 296, 299, 300, 302–303, 306, 308, 309, 389, 395
“Come Sound His Praise Abroad” (hymn), 546
“Come Ye That Love the Lord” (hymn), 546
Committees of Council of Fifty, 61–63 (chart)
Communal economies of Saints in Wisconsin Territory, 24n26, 155n480
Community of Christ, 585, 657
Conference, as missionary term, xix n17
Conferences: of elders, xvi–xvii; general church conferences, xix; as means to obtain the “mind of the Lord,” 307n395; record keeping, xvi–xviii, xix
Specfic conferences: 9 June 1830 (first conference of elders), xvii; 26 Sept. 1850 (second conference of elders), xvii; 6–9 Apr. 1844 (general church conference), 76n191, 85, 91n234; 8 Aug. 1844 (special church conference), xl, 207; 6–8 Oct. 1844 (general church conference), 210–211, 30 Jan. 1845 (general council of church and city leaders), 214; 6–8 Apr. 1845 (general church conference), 376n582, 377n587, 388, 398; 6–8 Oct. 1845 (general church conference), 481–482, 495n125, 498n133, 503, 505
Confidentiality concerns of Council of Fifty: burning or burial of records, xxxii–xxxiii, 8, 11, 13–14, 198, 205, 222, 224–225, 236, 279, 298, 325; high priests quorum compared, 262; G. Miller and L. Wight letters, 376n1; mobocracy and, 89; newspapers, avoiding publishing in, 494; numbers instead of names, O. Pratt on identifying council members by, 224; oath of confidentiality, 40, 42, 47, 133n403, 321; popular knowledge of council, 133n403, 220, 221; questions about council and its business, how to answer, 398; W. Smith pamphlet containing information about council, 522n30; streets, admonition not to talk about council business in, 310; suspension of meetings because of, 8, 130, 133, 137, 452–453, 456–457; watchmen set by council, 277; Western Mission and, 275, 396–398, 456; wives told about council matters, 456
Conflict: A. Babbitt, tumultuous relationship with JS, 64n157; fears of theocracy, xxxviii–xxxix, 220n82; growth of, 168n329, 191–193; F. Higbee accusing JS of slander, 133n469; Kirtland, Mormon dissenters preaching in, 275n297, 309n400; new church for former Latter-day Saints, dissenters organizing, 154n473, 168n329; over plural marriage, 61n161, 152n467, 154n473, 154n476, 192, 275n298, 368n563, 530;
Conflict (continued)
S. Rigdon, tumultuous relationship with JS, 31, 111; Rigdonism and Rigdonites, 347, 357–360, 371, 378–380, 412n682, 416, 446, 454n816; between Emma Smith and church leaders, 482n90. See also Nauvoo Expositor; Opposition
Congressional Globe, 57, 78n193, 654–655
Connecticut legislature, state governors letter forwarded to, 316n419
Conspiracy: allegations of British conspiracy regarding proposed Illinois canal, 75n187; to assassinate JS, 64n161, 88n224, 151n464, 152n467, 191n935; murder of JS and HS believed to be, 342
Constitution, Council of Fifty attempting to draft: committee efforts, xxi, xxvii, 19, 37n61, 40, 42, 54, 57, 78–81, 91–95, 467; committee members, 652 (chart); Declaration of Independence echoed in draft, 11n307, 112n312; discussion after reading of draft document, 114–129; reading of draft, 110–114 (text); JS on, 79, 85, 91–93, 199n439, 128–129, 130; termination of work on, 91, 135–137; U.S. Constitution, intended to be improvement on, xxi, xxvii, 19, 37n61, 94; U.S. Constitution, mirroring structure of, 110n304
Constitution, God’s, Council of Fifty as, xxi, xxvii, xxxvi–xxxvii, 47–50, 130, 135–137, 252, 254, 467n50
Constitution, of Kirtland high council, xviii
Constitution, of Texas, 19, 42n72, 145
Constitution, U.S.: Council of Fifty constitution intended to be improvement on, xxi, xxvii, 19, 37n61, 94; Council of Fifty constitution mirroring structure of, 110n304; minority rights, JS on failure to protect, 85; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 165–166; religious liberty and, 242; JS on, xxviii, 101; D. Yearsley on “liberal” principles of, 105–106
Coolidge, Joseph Wellington: id., 592; bail for, 231; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 223; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 320; in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 108–109, 129, 649 (chart); on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 445; policing, possible involvement with, 108n296; purchase of JS’s interest in Nauvoo House and, 371, 386n617; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 218, 252, 276, 298, 300, 324, 372, 380, 390, 421, 422, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 512, 539; on whistling and whittling activities, 445; writ for arrest in destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194, 231n138
Copeland, Solomon, 57, 158n491
Coray, Martha Jane Knowlton, 412n684
Coray, Howard, xxi, 412n684
Corps of Topographical Engineers, 184
A Correct Account of the Murder of Generals Joseph and Hyrum Smith . . . (W. Daniels, 1843), 190–191, 200n631, 200n634, 202n641–642, 203, 204
Coulson, George, 547
Council in heaven, 278n107, 360n545
COUNCIL OF FIFTY: chronology, 553–560. See also Confidentiality concerns of Council of Fifty; Constitution, Council of Fifty attempting to draft
CORRESPONDENCE
Letters from: A. Babbitt, apologizing for absence, 86 (text), 149 (illus.); O. Hyde on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 159–163, 163–164n520–522, 166, 171, 172–178 (text), 178–186 (text), 179 (illus.)
Letters to: J. Emmett company in Iowa Territory, 247, 248–249 (text), 250–251 (text); O. Hyde and O. Pratt on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 163–165 (text), 166n528, 171, 177n561; state governors on grievances in Missouri and Illinois, 279, 290, 292–293, 300, 312–317 (text), 359, 355, 329, 330, 346, 378, 389, 394, 421
MEETINGS
MEMBERSHIP
addition of new members after reorganization, 251, 252–256, 277–278, 298, 322, 324, 393–394, 419, 422; chart of, 647–650 (chart); declared to be full, 108, 109, 138n418; images of members, 633–645 (illus.); lists of council members by age, 15, 186–190, 189 (illus.), 417–419, 535n12, 536; non-Mormons, xxxvi, xli, 50n110, 74n184, 85, 97, 216, 226–227; number of members, 398, 400–401; presiding elders often added to, 229n124; Quorum of the Twelve Apostles as members, 138n418, 228n111; recommendations for additional members, 227–229; rejecting and sustaining members, xli, 255–256, 225–229; single mission, number of members allowed to go on, 151; temporary or substitute members, 251, 253, 254, 419, 456, 466–467
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**Organization and Structure**


**Purpose and Goals**


**Record Keeping**

account of JS’s June 1844 activities, incarceration, and murder, xi, 15–17, 190–204; attendance lists and rolls, 9, 13, 109, 108, 148, 165, 218, 252, 276–277, 298, 324, 348, 372, 390, 421, 433, 438, 441, 453, 466, 479–480, 486, 534 (illus.); 537–539; beginning of first regular entry, 41 (illus.); burning or burial of records, xxxii–xxxiii, 8, 11, 17–14, 198, 205, 222, 224–225, 256, 279, 298, 325; W. Clayton as clerk, xxi, xxiii, xxxvi, 3–4, 6–14, 15, 19, 39, 44, 469n93, 165, 179, 215, 235n95; clerks, secretaries, and recorders, xxi, 6–8, 403; compact inscription to save space, 179 (illus.); custody of record, xxxiii, 5–6; deaths of members, recording, 536; description and history of council record books, 3–14; disorder and confusion in meeting making it hard to take minutes, 165, 169, 279, 403n664; document selection, xxvii; first meetings, 191, 19–20, 37–39; index for JS-era meetings, 22 (illus.); 33; minute-keeping and minute-reading procedures, 8–9, 50, 55, 279, 324–325, 433, 453n812, 521, 542, 544 (illus.); minutes likely kept by W. Richards in W. Clayton’s absence, 137, 148, 160; numbers instead of names, O. Pratt on using, 224; originals, copies, and reconstructions, 224; physical records, xiv (illus.), xxv, 2 (illus.), 3–5, 16 (illus.), 259 (illus.), 261 (illus.), 287 (illus.), 450n803, 451 (illus.), 524 (illus.), 544 (illus.); W. Richards as chairman of first meetings, 19; W. Richards as recorder, xxxi, 6–8, 44, 469n93, 162n514, 165, 225n95; title page and first page, 22–23 (illus.); written motions submitted to chair, 9; B. Young journal, minutes used to construct entry for, 540 (illus.). See also Texts copied into Council of Fifty record

**Revelations**

on council as God’s constitution, xxx, 130, 135–136, 137 (text), 252, 254, 467n510; on name of council, xxxviii, 47–50 (text), 113

**Rules and Procedures**

attendance requirements, 44, 130, 309; discussions of, 6–9, 469n93, 462n120, 280–282, 321, 324–325, 476, 517–518, 536; overview, xxx–xxxii; quorum requirements, 137, 138n417, 146nn448, 147, 159, 162n512, 165; seniority by age, xxxi, xxxii, 43–44, 186, 215, 218n80, 280; standing chairman, xxxi, 7, 40, 43, 85, 120n351, 225, 236, 278; unanimity required for decisions, xxxii, 44, 86, 130n388

Council of the Kirtland and Missouri presidencies, xvii–xix

Councils: def., xvii–xviii; as means to obtain the “mind of the Lord,” 307n395; pre-earthly council, 278n307, 360n545; record keeping by, xvii–xviii; JS on ancient order of, xxxi, 43; special councils antecedent to Council of Fifty, xxix

Counterfeiting: Bogus machines used in, 484n94; indictment of M. Eaton for, 227n104, 508n22; Mormons and associates charged with, 508–509, 548n24; scope of counterfeiting in Nauvoo, 508

Court proceedings: accused murderers of JS and HS, arrest and trial of, 191, 211–212, 213, 223, 271n279, 314, 335n474, 456–457, 460–461; anti-Mormon harassment through, 301n374, 315, 335n474, 420, 422–425, 484, 508, 521, 525; citation of, 658; counterfeiting charges against Mormons and their associates, 508–509; defamation, JS accusing R. Foster of, 151n464; grand jury, Western Mission participants selected for, 378, 395; J. Hardin writ to search Morman harassment through, 301n374, 315, 335n474, 420, 422–425, 484, 508, 521, 525; citation of, 658; counterfeiting charges against Mormons and their associates, 508–509; defamation, JS accusing R. Foster of, 151n464; grand jury, Western Mission participants selected for, 378, 395; J. Hardin writ to search for stolen goods and bodies of two men supposedly murdered in Nauvoo, 481n93, 484; F. Higbee accusing JS of slander, 153n469; jury members, plan to reject Mormons as, 439–440; Law, Higbee, and Foster suits, 152–154; misstatements for those targeted by judicial writs, 297–298, 301, 310, 320–321, 369n568; Nauvoo Expositor, arrest of JS and others for destruction of, 194–200, 264n254; relocation to American
Court proceedings (continued)

West and men hunted by writs, 521, 523; JS indicted by grand jury in Carthage, 165n523, 168n529, 193; JS threatened with arrest by T. Ford, 11; on theft of foodstuffs from non-Mormons in Lima, 423, 424n723, 436, 437–438, 439–440; unpaid debts in Kirtland, U.S. marshal serving writs for, 420, 423, 444n786; H. Wilson and J. Reynolds tried for illegal arrest of JS, 138n415; writs served on brethren, committee to examine, 420, 422–425, 653 (chart)

“Cousin Lemuel” as term for American Indians, 303, 403

Cowdery, Oliver, xvi, xxi, xvii, 244n171
Cowles, Austin, 193n600
Cowley, Matthias, 375n577
Cox, Amos, 423n719, 424n723, 439n769
Crawford, T. Hartley, 25n31
Creek Nation, 323–324, 461
Curtis, Mitchel, 21n25, 29n35
Curtis, Stephen, 21n25, 29n35
Cutler, Alpheus: id., 592–593; absence from council meeting excused, 390; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 346; as chairman pro tem, 55, 57; as committee member, 652 (chart); on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 220; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; “last charge” of JS and, 66n164; in lists of council members by age, 187, 417; lumber operations and, 129n386; as member of Council of Fifty, 251, 253, 254, 466n821, 649 (chart); proposed letter of introduction from, 434; as proselytizer, 253n218, 273–274; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 432, 538; remaining in Indian Territory after Western Mission, 462; report on Western Mission and movements among American Indians, 463; Stockbridge Indians and, 468n714; S. Tindall and, 295, 431; on Western Mission, 252, 256–257, 275, 283, 290, 291, 350, 389, 390, 394–395, 396, 399, 432, 436, 461, 529

Letters: from J. Brown on exploring party, 470–471 (text); to J. Brown on exploring party, 469–470 (text)

Daniel, book of: fulfillment of prophecies of, xxix, 50, 52, 53–54; image described in, 54, 73; on kingdom of God, xxvii, xxviii, xxix, 128, 133, 278, 285, 316; theocracy and, 52n118

Daniels, Cyrus: id., 593–594; absence from council meeting, 325n446; as committee member, 652n2 (chart); in list of council members by age, 419; as member of Council of Fifty, 298, 321, 649 (chart); Oshkosh, negotiations with, 27, 170n339, 274n288; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 347, 372, 390, 421, 441, 453, 466, 510, 538; on Western Mission, 274, 291


Dartmouth College v. Woodward (1819), 361n550

Davis, Daniel C., 547
Davis, George T. M., xxxix, 220n82
Davis, Jacob C., 213, 271n279, 314n413–414
Davis, John, 75n187
Death, James F., 502
Debonair, Mr., 484n94
Decapitation, as penalty for breaking oath, 42, 43n75

Declaration of Independence, 94, 111n307, 112n312, 117n341, 129n384

Delaware tribe: Indian agents to, xxvii n7; S. Tindall adopted by, 295, 396n690, 421, 431, 432n743; Western Mission and, 396, 397, 421

Delusions: An Analysis of the Book of Mormon . . . (A. Campbell, 1832), 84n212

Deming, Miner (Minor) Rudd: id., 594; J. Davis arrested by, 314n413; death of, 445n788; forcible resistance, awareness of Mormon intent of, 333; S. Marshall killed in self-defense by, 445n788; on opponents of Mormons being “fired up,” 441, 443–445, 446; police in Nauvoo and, 362; trial of accused murderers of JS and HS and, 443n783, 460; writs of arrest, arrival in Nauvoo with, 301n774
Democratic Party: convention in Baltimore, 133n404; on “free trade and sailors’ rights,” 90n231; *Illinois State Register*, 654; one-term presidency principle supported by, 158n494; JS’s correspondence with presidential candidates, xxxiv–xxxv

Denna, Lewis. See Dana, Lewis

Deseret News (Salt Lake City), xxxiii

De Smet, Pierre-Jean, 396n649

Devil. See Satan

Dibble, Philo, 408n674

Dido, 235

Discipline, church: Council of Fifty reports on, 148, 151–155; Satan, buffetings of, 154, 155, 192n596, 463; Wisconsin church members, 32n47

Discipline of specific church members:

G. Adams, 80n200, 323, 339n486, 340n489

A. Babbitt, 64n157, 150n458; J. Emmett, 209, 246, 462–463, 527; S. James, 226n100

S. Rigdon, xl, 51n111, 208; W. Smith, 460; J. Strang, 209

Disease. See Health and illness

Dixon, Thomas, 202n642

Doctrine and Covenants: citation of, 657; on conducting church business, xvi; on deaths of JS and HS, 288n336; on foundation of great work, 95; S. Houston, copy sent to, 143n436, 206; printing of, 412, 415

D. Doty, James D., 25n31

Dough heads, xxx, 39

Douglas, Stephen Arnold: id., 594; in dream of B. Young, 480n84; image, 182 (illus.); interest in Oregon and California, 163, 180, 184; meetings with Mormons, 479, 481, 484–486; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 174, 175, 180–181; property, Mormon disposal of, letter of introduction for, 498

Letter: to church leaders on relocation of Mormons, 488–490 (text)

Dow, Lorenzo, 117–118

Dreams: of O. Hyde, 449; of J. Taylor, 498; of B. Young, 448, 449, 480n84

Drew, Thomas, 316n421, 389

Drinking. See Alcohol

Dropsy (edema) of C. Grant, 131n396

Dunham, Jonathan: id., 594; as committee member, 291, 325n446, 652 (chart); death of, 468, 536; on emergency defense and place of refuge, 349, 350; T. Ford demanding return of state arms from Nauvoo Legion, 199n628; in list of council members by age, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 253, 255, 649 (chart); as missionary to American Indians, 229n120, 390n341; murder of JS, guilt felt over, 468n51; on pan-Indian council (May 1843), 323–324, 342, 349–350, 378n590; Potawatomi, on expedition to, 75n188–189; on proposal to arm and supply American Indians jointly with Canadians, 410–411; recommended as council member, 228; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 537; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 209n41; remaining in Indian Territory after Western Mission, 462; Stockbridge Indians and, 468n54; western expedition (proposed 1844) and, 229n120; on Western Mission, 274, 290, 303, 323–324, 325n446, 349–351, 359, 390, 394–395, 396, 399, 411, 432, 433, 434, 461; writ for arrest in destruction of *Nauvoo Expositor*, 194, 291, 320n429

Dunn, James E., 199

Eastern nations, relocation to American West and proselytization of, 356

Eastern states, church in: division and disorder in, 212, 339n486, 460; J. Grant regulating, 467n49; proposed mission to strengthen, 415–416; raising money from, 415–416. See also specific eastern states

Eaton, Merinus G.: id., 594; counterfeiting charges, 227n104, 508; exposing conspiracy to kill JS, 88n224; in list of council members by age, 188; as member of Council of Fifty, 88–89, 649 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion, 88n224; as non-Mormon, 227n104; not listed as Mason, 86n220; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148; rejected as member of Council of Fifty, 227; religious affiliation not known, 97n263

Eccleston, Samuel, 483n92

Eddy, Cyrus L., 59, 595 (id.)

Edema (dropsy) of C. Grant, 131n396

Eden, Garden of, 105n282

Education: printing textbooks for children, 414; JS on importance of studying geography, governments, and languages, 94

Edwards, William W., 194

Egyptian alphabet and grammar of JS, 126n372

Elders, conferences of, xvi–xvii

Ely, Edward B., 144n439

Emergency defense and place of refuge, 340–342, 348, 349, 353

Emmett, James: id., 595; A. Badlam traveling with, 20n21; death of JS, leading party out of Nauvoo after, 209–210, 248–251, 263, 527–533; description of Great Basin area provided by, 472; disciplined, 209, 246, 462–463, 527; expelled from Council of Fifty, xli, 216, 226, 227, 278, 528; Gentiles, desire to get away from, 463, 528, 530, 531; in list of council members by age, 188; as member of Council of Fifty, 45, 46, 648 (chart); not listed as Mason, 86n220; rebaptism
Emmett, James (continued)
of, 463, 472; return to Nauvoo, 462–463, 465, 472; Sioux, missions to, 58n140; trapping and hunting abilities, 469n5; western expedition to Oregon and California (proposed 1844), 46n95, 531n18; L. Wight and, 528, 530, 532; on Wisconsin mission to Lamanites, 15, 58, 66, 109n299, 151n463, 169–171, 245

Letters: from Council of Fifty, 248–249 (text); Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, 250–251 (text)

Emmons, Sylvester, 192n598

Endowments: confidentiality and, 42n75; before electioneering for JS, 157; relocation or expansion of church to American West and, 214, 258, 511, 525n72; Saints called to gather in Nauvoo for, 505; suspension of, 525n72; of unmarried persons, 525; in wilderness, 258

England: id., 563; allegations of British conspiracy regarding proposed Illinois canal, 75n187; anecdote of English soldier taking Bonaparte prisoner, 341; annexation of Texas and, 18, 68n173, 146; expulsion of Acadians by British soldiers, 293n347; A. Fielding sent to, 45, 109n299; murder of JS and HS, proposed article for English papers on, 434; Oregon, joint British-U.S. occupation treaty, 56n133, 60n145, 67, 68n173, 78n193, 132–133, 174–176, 184, 440n774; Panama, railroad proposed for Isthmus of, 331; recognition of Republic of Texas by, 145n440; relocation of Saints to American West and emigration from, 499, 514; succession to JS in, 209; Vancouver Island as settlement site for British Mormon immigrants, 48n98

Enoch (biblical figure), 93–94, 102

Ensign to the nations or standard to the people, xxviii, xliv, 42, 52, 117, 521–522

Ephraim (biblical figure) and Ephraimites, 34, 156n485, 255, 285, 228

“Epistle of the Twelve” (W. Woodruff, 1845), 206

Equity, concept of, 117–118

Evacuation of Nauvoo, Ill., 358, 657

Everett, Theophilus, 354

Explanation, 401

Expulsions of Saints from Ohio and Missouri, xxv–xxvi, xxv, 94, 106


Ezekiel, book of, 150

F

Farmland Mill, Iowa Territory, 502

Farnham, John W.: id., 595; as committee member, 652n2 (chart); confidentiality issues, 398; in list of council members by age, 49; as member of Council of Fifty, 277, 649 (chart); prayer led by, 392; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 344, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 537; sickness of, 309; on Western Mission, 275, 290

Farr, Lorrin, 133n403

Farr, Winslow, 546, 548

Federal government. See United States

Female Relief Society of Nauvoo, xvi, 92n237, 137n411, 254n225

Fencing dispute in Nauvoo, 452, 454–455

Fielding, Amos: id., 595; L. Dana taking place of, 254, 466n821; to England, 45, 109n299, 434, 440n774; at first meetings of Council of Fifty following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 39n63; image, 635 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 45, 649 (chart); on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 442–443; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 390, 421, 432, 438, 440, 444, 537; Society Islands, preparing papers to send to missionaries in, 440; summoned to council meeting, 392, 409; sustained as member of Council of Fifty, 215n473

Fielding, Joseph: id., 595–596; on G. Adams, 339, 340; administrative motions made by, 399; American Indians, proposal to arm and supply jointly with Canadians, 409; as British missionary, 86n223; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 547; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 221; English papers, proposing article on murder of JS and HS be written for, 434; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; image, 635 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 86–89, 649 (chart); recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 421, 432, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 537; relocation to American West, selection of companies for, 482; on Texas settlement negotiations, 144n440

Finances: Arkansas, buying mules in, 291; communal economies of Saints in Wisconsin Territory, 24n26; cost of Seventies Hall, 520; eastern church branches, raising money from,
INDEX

415–416; Nauvoo city scrip forwarded to J. Bennet to prosecute state for recovery of value, 410; Nauvoo Legion, raising arsenal funds for, 390, 416–417; Nauvoo Mansion lease by J. Pack, money for, 268–269; Nauvoo temple and Nauvoo House construction, fund raising for, 344n500, 345; relocation to American West, funding, 506; species poorness of Mormons in Nauvoo, 508; Texas, land and commodity prices in, 140–142, 143; trustee-in-trust for church, JS as, 35, 268, 482n90; trustees-in-trust after death of JS, 210, 269, 364n559, 371; unpaid debts in Kirtland, U.S. marshal serving writs for, 420, 423, 444n786; Western Mission, committee to assist in outfitting, 276, 290, 633 (chart); D. Yearsley’s refusal to provide goods on credit, 229–231

Finch, John, on JS’s religious tolerance, 97n264

Fires as judgment of God, 433n747

First Presidency: in Council of Fifty, xxxi, 43n79; instructions of president, 400

Fitzpatrick, J. L., 437n753

Flathead Indians, 328, 350n519, 395n645, 528

Florida, Andrew Jackson’s conquest of, 313–314; conspiracy, murder of JS and HS because of, 11, 196–197, 199–200, 333–334; conspiracy, murder of JS and HS believed to be, 142n493; correspondence with A. Babbitt regarding trials of accused murderers of JS and HS and, 441, 449–450; courts-martial of A. Lyman as counselor to, 64n159; S. Rigdon in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; state governors, letters to, 297, 319, 325n445, 346, 378, 389, 394; J. Strang, affiliation with church of, 381n32; on submitting to instructions of president, 400

Foster, Robert D.: id., 596; conflict with JS, 596; on G. Adams, 340; administrative motions made by, 346; as clerical assistant in Council of Fifty, 8, 403; as committee member, 295, 652 (chart); daguerreotypes attributed to, 259 (illus.); 549 (illus.); on grand jury, 378n589; in list of council members by age, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 253–254, 256, 649 (chart); on Nauvoo House Association, 343, 497; Nauvoo printing office and, 377; reading letter from J. Hoge, 430; on receiving P. Young into council, 400; recommended as council member, 229; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; state governors, letters to, 297, 319, 325n445, 346, 378, 389, 394; J. Strang, affiliation with church of, 381n32; on submitting to instructions of president, 400

Foster, Lucian Rose: id., 596; on G. Adams, 340; administrative motions made by, 346; as clerical assistant in Council of Fifty, 8, 403; as committee member, 295, 652 (chart); daguerreotypes attributed to, 259 (illus.); 549 (illus.); on grand jury, 378n589; in list of council members by age, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 253–254, 256, 649 (chart); on Nauvoo House Association, 343, 497; Nauvoo printing office and, 377; reading letter from J. Hoge, 430; on receiving P. Young into council, 400; recommended as council member, 229; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; state governors, letters to, 297, 319, 325n445, 346, 378, 389, 394; J. Strang, affiliation with church of, 381n32; on submitting to instructions of president, 400

Frémont, John C. (continued)  
and the Rocky Mountains . . . (1843), 184; summary of expedition, 322, 326n47; Western Mission and relocation or expansion of church to American West, 322, 326, 472  
Friendship, JS on, 100n267
Frierson, John, 106n289, 172nn549–550
Fullmer, David: id., 597; as committee member of relocating Mormons, 547; as committee member, 422n718, 652n2 (chart), 653 (chart); image, 635 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 253, 649 (chart); Nauvoo, reorganization and incorporation of, 387; recommended as council member, 228; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; on republication of anti-Mormon publications, 495; as trustee for incorporated town of Nauvoo, 426n727; western expedition, proposed (1844), 228n115
Fullmer, John Solomon: id., 597–598; deed for property exchanged for stock in Nauvoo House Association, 442; image, 636 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 419; as member of Council of Fifty, 277, 649 (chart); recorded in attendance at council meeting, 298, 324, 347, 372, 401, 421, 438, 441, 453, 486, 510, 538; to remain in Nauvoo as business agent of Council, 510, 520, 543; state governors, letter to, 319, 325; Western Mission and, 274, 290, 299, 390, 417, 433n748, 434n752
Furness, James E., 520n54
G
Gaines, Edmund Pendleton, 180–181
Galena, Ill., 20n21, 140n425, 170, 392, 563 (id.)
Gallaher, Mr., 314n414
Galveston, Tex., 141 (illus.), 143, 145, 564 (id.)
Garden of Eden, 105n282
Garrick, William Lloyd, 309n87
Gathering of Saints at Nauvoo, purpose of, 409n665
Gause, Jesse, xvii
General church conferences. See Conferences
General Smith’s Views on the Powers and Policy of the Government . . . (1844), xxxv, 17–18, 58n138, 60n146, 74n186, 90–91, 110n103, 118n347, 135n408, 145n442
Gentiles: def., 296; American Indians as allies against, 349; J. Emmett accused of stealing from, 528; J. Emmett’s desire to get away from, 463, 528, 530, 531; Mormon beliefs about, 53n124; Mormon hostility toward, xliii, 255, 257, 260, 285, 288, 296–297, 299–300, 301, 311, 348–349; Mormons pledging not to work for, 455; W. Phelps on fulfillment of time of, 95, 286
Ghent, Treaty of (1814), 132
Gibbs, George F., 4, 6, 295n132
Gifts of the Spirit: blessing of G. Miller, 450; prophecy on J. Dunham as missionary to Lamanites, 229n120; prophecy of W. Richards on relocation of Saints, 498; vision of G. Adams during shipwreck, 125n168
God, fires as judgment of, 433n747
Goforth, Martha, 90n231
Goforth, William G., 90, 598 (id.)
“The Government of God” (J. Taylor, 1842), xxix, 112n317
Governors petitioned by Mormons. See State governors petitioned by Mormons
Grant, Caroline Amanda, 131n396, 212
Grant, George Davis: id., 598; arrest of H. Miller in place of B. Young on counterfeiting charges and, 508–509; J. Grant, replacing, 453, 466–467, 539n43; as member of Council of Fifty, 466–467, 649 (chart); recorded in attendance at council meeting, 453, 480, 486, 512, 539
Grant, Heber J., 6
Grant, Jedediah Morgan: id., 598–599; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 546n11, 547n14; eastern branches of church, regulating, 467n49; G. Grant replacing, 453, 466–467, 539n43; image, 636 (illus.); on intemperate speeches of S. Rigdon in Missouri, 311n403; in lists of council members by age, 190, 419; as member of Council of Fifty, 131–132, 649 (chart); recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 512, 539; sent to call Quorum of Twelve Apostles to Nauvoo after death of JS, 205; sustained as member of Council of Fifty, 210n73, 225
Great Basin, relocation or expansion of Mormons to. See Relocation or expansion of church to American West
Great Britain. See Canada; England
“Great Flood” of 1844 on Mississippi River, 170n538
Great Salt Lake, Mormon interest in settling near, xliii, 5, 464, 465, 466, 472, 474, 475n67, 484, 485
Greeley, Horace, 327n450
Green, Ashbel, 96n258
Green, Joseph, 350
Greene, John Portineus: id., 599; American Indians, mission to, 533n23; burning or burial of Council of Fifty records and, 198n625; death of, 216; on difference between church and kingdom, 122–123; endowment with power, 157n488; in list of council members by age, 187; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 648 (chart); as Nauvoo city marshal, 64n154, 194n605; ordained as missionary to Lamanites, 399n655; pistol drawn on, by C. Foster,
INDEX

152n467; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 165; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 84; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 135; writ for arrest in destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194, 291n346
Gregg, David L., 315n418
Gregg, Josiah, 35n56
Gressmen, Asher, 362n552
Gressmen, Effelender, 362n552
Grignon, Amable, 21n25, 170n539
Grouard, Benjamin E., 205n388, 334
Grover, Thomas, 548
Grover, William H., 314n414, 336n447
Guatemala, 271
Gulf of California. See California Bay
Gulf of Mexico, 34, 181
Guns. See Weapons

H
Habeas corpus: in Nauvoo municipal charter, 213; second extradition trial of JS, 59n142; slander accusation of F. Higbee against JS, 150n460; Jeremiah Smith and, 193n603; writ for arrest of JS in destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 195, 197n622, 265n254
"Hail Columbia" (song), W. Phelps parody of, 118n347, 138, 496
Hale, Jonathan H., 547
Hamilton, George A., 506
Hamilton Hotel, Carthage, Ill., 342n493
Hancock, Solomon, 477
Hancock Co., Ill.: id., 564; accused murderers of JS, arrest and trial of, 211–212; May 1845 circuit court sessions, 335; militia, 213; Oct. 1845 circuit court sessions, rumors of joint Mormon-Indian attack at, 442n781; outbreaks of violence against Mormons in (autumn 1845), 459, 466, 477–479, 480, 481, 483–485; tax collection delay until after May 1846 in, 513–515, 514, 515–516, 517; threats of violence in (late 1844), 214; towns and other locations, 581 (map)
Hancock Eagle (Nauvoo, Ill.), 520n53
Hardin, John J.: id., 599; on allegations of British conspiracy regarding Illinois canal, 75; court proceedings, agreement with Mormons regarding, 508; image, 182 (illus.); meetings with Mormons, 483, 484–485; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 174; property, Mormon disposal of, letter of introduction for, 498; on relocation plans of Mormons, 485; violence against Mormons in Hancock Co. (autumn 1845) and, 479, 483–485; writ to search for stolen goods and bodies of two men supposedly murdered in Nauvoo, 483n93, 484
Letters: to church leaders on relocation of Mormons, 486, 488–490 (text); to B. Young introducing L. Scott and M. Noyes, 486–487 (text)
"Hark! Listen to the Trumpeters" (hymn), 253
Harmon, Jesse P., 194
Harmonica rifles, 341n492
Harris, George Washington, 229, 599–600 (id.)
Harris, Martin, 334
Harrison, William Henry, death of, xxxiv
Hawley, John Pierce, 241n26, 153n480
Hawley, Pierce, 600 (id.)
Haws, Peter: id., 600; American Indians, proposal to arm and supply jointly with Canadians, 389, 403–408; Black River, leave to go to, 129, 130; in British-Canadian army, 407n669; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 547; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 221; counterfeiting charges against, 508; on difference between church and kingdom, 122; on J. Emmett's Wisconsin mission, 58–59, 66n166; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; on grand jury, 378n589; on joys of sitting on council, 81; in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; lumbering operations in Wisconsin and, 407n673; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 648 (chart); Nauvoo House Association and, 364, 381–383, 384; on offering reconciliation to dissenters, 155; prayer led by, 421; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 537; relocation to American West, selection of companies for, 482; southern states, mission in, 17, 300, 40
Healing, blessing of, 450
Health and illness: ague and fever, 468n51, 480n87; California, healthy climate of, 351; dropsy (edema) of C. Grant, 31n396, 212; non-attendance at meetings because of illness, 56, 61n149, 86; relocation to healthy climate in American West, 464; “sickly season,” 450n807; sore finger of W. Clayton, 462; Texas, healthy and unhealthy areas of, 143–144; toothache of W. Clayton, 81–82
Hedlock, Reuben, xxxiv, 146n447, 147n451, 409n676
Hendrick, Thomas T., 461, 468n54, 469n57
Hendrix (Hendricks), James, 392, 393n636
Herring, George, 468n54, 469
Herring, Joseph, 463, 468n54
Heywood, Joseph L.: id., 600–601; as committee member, 653 (chart); financial background, 516n45; image, 636 (illus.); letter of introduction for disposal of Mormon property, 498;
Heywood, Joseph L. (continued)
as member of Council of Fifty, 510, 516, 649
(chart); to remain in Nauvoo as business agent of
council, 510, 517, 520, 543
Higbee, Chauncey Lawson: id., 601; conflict with
JS, W. Clayton’s account of, 191–193; Council
of Fifty discussing difficulties with, 148, 152–
155; destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, threats
made after, 338; T. Ford and, 197n621; impi-
cated in conspiracy to kill JS, 88n224, 152n467;
Nauvoo Expositor and, 192n598; refusal to assist
J. Greene in making arrest, 152n467
Higbee, Francis Marion: id., 601; conflict with JS,
W. Clayton’s account of, 191–193; Council of
Fifty discussing difficulties with, 148, 152–155;
destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, threats made
after, 194, 195n613, 338; Nauvoo Expositor
and, 192n598; writ for arrest of JS and others in de-
struction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194, 195n612, 195nn612–613
High councils, xvi, xviii–xix, xxxi
High priests, proselytizing by, 60
High priests quorum, 277n303, 282n315, 344n500
Himes, Joshua V., 84n212
Hinckley, Gordon B., 6n29
Hinman, Lyman, 248n192
History, church: Council of Fifty discussion re-
garding, 366–369; Council of Fifty records
used in compiling, xxxiii, 5; manuscript history
of JS compiled in 1850s, 206n11; Nauvoo
Legion, 347, 368–369, 653; printing and pub-
lishing, 413, 415; Lucy Mack Smith, family his-
tory of, 412
History of Illinois (T. Ford, 1854), 428n734, 655
Hoar, Samuel, 294n351
Hobart, Otis, 437, 438n767, 439n768
Ho Chunk (Winnebago) Indians, 25n29, 26
(map), 32, 156n486
Holman, J. S., 548
Holmes, Jonathan H., 194
Holton, John H., 494n122
Holy Ghost, 282, 351, 529. See also Gifts of the
Spirit
Hooking, 236
Horn, going in the little end and coming out the
big end of, 115
Horse head comparison of earthly versus godly
constitutions, 81, 116
Hosanna, shouts of, 82, 85, 96, 402, 459
Houston, Sam: id., 602; image, 141 (illus.); letter
to J. Bennet on Saints migrating to Texas,
142n433; Mormon texts sent to, 142n433; peti-
tion to authorize JS to organize protection of
American frontier and, 166n527; proposed con-
version of, 42n72, 145n444; L. Woodworth nego-
tiations with, xxxix, 47–48, 127n375, 137,
140–145, 146n446, 151n462, 206
 Huff, Joseph, 42n72, 424n172, 439n769
Hunter, Edward, 160, 161, 652 (chart)
Huntington, Dimick B., 194, 291n345
Huntington, Oliver B.: B. Brackenbury, attempted
arrest of, 301n373; on death of J. Dunham,
468n51; journal, 654; W. Peck, attack on,
260n242; on Rigdonites in Nauvoo, 446n789;
on Saints arming themselves, 346n505; on “sus-
picious characters” at Nauvoo Mansion, 338n483
Huntington, William, 302n376, 547n22
Huron, Territory of, 236. See also Wisconsin
Territory
“Hurrying time of the year” (summer), 452, 456
HYDE, ORSON: id., 602–603; image, 636 (illus.)
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
HYDE, ORSON: id., 602–603; image, 636 (illus.)
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
on death of JS, 206; disaffection from church in
1838, self-understanding of, 360n547; dream
of, 449; eastern church branches, on proposed
mission to strengthen, 416; on intemperate
speeches of S. Rigdon in Missouri, 311n403;
Jews, proselytization of, 124n367; mission to
Fort Madison, 59; on Nauvoo House
Association, 343–344, 361, 364, 431; succession
to JS and, 208, 373, 378–380
CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
advice on dealings in Washington, 79;
American Indians, proposal to arm and supply
jointly with Canadians, 408; on annexation of
Texas, 331; on business agents remaining in
Nauvoo, 514; as delegate to Democratic con-
vention, 133n404; S. Douglas on Oregon,
162n511; on marriages in Nauvoo after repeal of
municipal charter, 333; on memorializing
Congress, 185n574; Missouri depredations, bill
seeking redress for, 107n289, 185; Nauvoo, reor-
ganization and incorporation of, 387; Nauvoo
Legion, 416; on opponents of Mormons at trial
of accused murderers of JS and HS, 443, 447;
petition to authorize JS to organize protection of
American frontier and, xxxix, 55, 58, 60, 71,
Correspondence
Letter from: Council of Fifty on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 163–165 (text), 166n128, 171, 177n561
Letters to: Council of Fifty on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 159–163, 163–164nn520–522, 166, 171, 172–178 (text), 178–186 (text), 179 (illus.)

Council of Fifty
On admission of P. Young to, 400; on constitution being drafted by council committee, 79; J. Emmett’s departure from Nauvoo, 530; on Western Mission, 329–330, 353; on Wisconsin mission, 58

Printing and Publishing
Nauvoo Neighbor article on Mormon behavior during trial of JS’s accused murderers, 450, 452; on Nauvoo printing office, 370, 373–374, 375, 390, 432, 441, 453, 510, 538; sustained as member of, 235n73; on Western Mission, 329–330, 353; on Wisconsin mission, 58

Views and Teachings
Black people, on origins of, 359–360; on English soldier taken prisoner by Bonaparte, 341; on kingdom of God, 72, 73; on “last charge” of JS, 62–63, 66n164, 371, 378–380; Mr. Slocum (Presbyterian minister), anecdote regarding, 59; on temporal and spiritual things, 401; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 53–54


Illinois: id., 564; An Act concerning Justices of the Peace and Constables (1827), 195n610; A. Babbitt on state legislature, 265–268; canal, proposed, allegations of British conspiracy regarding, 75n187; counties and towns, 580 (map); county election precincts in, 357n335; gubernatorial term limits in, 449n798; incorporation of towns in, 356n334, 387n619–620, 426n728; legalization of sales by trustee-in-trust by legislature of, 268; marriage law, committee to report information on, 297, 319, 322, 332–333, 652 (chart); militia, required service in, 428n732, 454; Nauvoo city scrap and, 430; petition to see if state will buy out or sell to Mormons, 267, 276, 279; police forces in, 351n473; regional overview, 579 (map); S. Rigdon activities prejudicing legislature, 275; state governors petitioned by Mormons on grievances in, 276, 292–295, 313–315; state nominating convention for JS, 157n489, 158, 160, 165, 652; statutes and legislative proceedings, as historical sources, 654; taxation of property in, 513n33, 516n44; voting of Mormons in 1844 presidential election, 313. See also Repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter; and specific locations in Illinois

Illinois State Register (Springfield): on anti-Mormon activity, 427n717–718, 442n781–782, 443n785; on attack on M. Deming by S. Marshall, 443n788; as historical source, 654; on Nauvoo Neighbor editorials, 444n786

Illness. See Health and illness

Imposing stones, 434

Independence, Mo., 304, 310, 475, 564 (id.), 575

Independence, Ore., 434

Independence Day, 205

Independent nation, motion for Mormons to declare themselves to be, 454

Indiana Democrat (Indianapolis), 548

Indian Removal Act of 1830, 30n38, 76n190

Indians. See American Indians

Indian Trade and Intercourse Act of 1834, 25n31

Ingersoll, Joseph R., 175n554

Iowa Territory: id., 564–565; J. Emmett leading party out of Nauvoo after death of JS, 209–210, 248–251; flight of JS and others into, 197–198; regional overview, 579 (map); L. Wight company in, 436–437, 438–439

Iron ore, in pinery, 29

Iroquois, 328n454

Isaac (biblical figure), 53n124, 103, 530n16

Isaiah, book of: Edenic state, on return to, 105n282; on ensign to the nations or standard to the people, xxviii, 42n73; fall of Lucifer in, 92n236; on Zion bringing forth her children, 54

Ivins, Charles, 192

Ivins, James, 415n693, 431

J

Jack Mormons, 425, 427n730

Jackson, Andrew, conquest of Florida by, 33n52

Jackson, Joseph H.: id., 603; on U. Brown’s naval weapon, 501n10; conflict with JS, W. Clayton’s account of, 191–193; T. Ford and, 197n623; implicated in conspiracy to kill JS, 88n224, 191n95
Jackson Co., Mo., 356, 565 (id.)

Jacob (biblical figure), 288, 530n16

James, Samuel: id., 603–604; disciplined, 226n100; in list of council members by age, 188; as member of Council of Fifty, 51–52, 648 (chart); on mission to Springfield, 59; not listed as Mason, 86n220; rejected as member of Council of Fifty, 226; S. Rigdon and, 226n100

Jefferson, Thomas, 409n675

Jeffersonianism or Jeffersonian Democracy, 90–91, 135n410, 409n675

Jenning, Chauncey, 375n577

Jerusalem, dedicated for return of Jews, 124

Jesus Christ: as prophet, priest, and king, 96n258; Saints to become saviors like, 530; as Son Awman or Ahman Christ, xxxvii n61, 48, 81, 83, 113

Jews, 53n124, 124, 242, 348

Job work, 412

Johnson, Aaron, 194n608, 211, 314n414

Johnson, Benjamin F.: id., 604; absence from council meetings, 129, 216n73, 325n446, 332; authorized to vote for A. Babbitt, 148n456; on business agents remaining after relocation of Mormons, 520; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 547; image, 637 (illus.); on “last charge” of JS, 62n149; in lists of council members by age, 190, 419; as Mason, 86n220; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 649 (chart); Nauvoo Mansion lease, 480n85; on officers from Carthage asking for liquor in Nauvoo, 480; on principles of righteousness and order in the kingdom, 150; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 252, 277, 298, 466, 480, 512, 539; Emma Smith and relocation to American West, 482n90; solar system, teachings of JS regarding, 126n372; state governors petitioned by Mormons on grievances in Missouri and Illinois, 392; summoned to council to make up quorum, 147; sustained as member of Council of Fifty, 225

Johnson, Lyman E., 375

Johnson, Richard M., xxxiv

Johnston, Andrew, 494n122

John the Revelator, 278n306

Jonas, Abraham, 494n122

Jones, Anson, 142n432

Jones, David, 25nn29–31, 27, 32–33, 170n539, 171n540

Jones, Thomas Catesby, 354n530

Jonesborough (Tenn.) Whig and Independent Journal, 272n280

"Joseph’s house." See Nauvoo Mansion

Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews, 531n14

Journals: of W. Clayton, 11n50, 12, 15, 45, 48n104, 96n261, 108, 215, 222n85, 322, 388, 440–441, 466n47, 654; of O. Huntington, 654; of H. Kimball, 146, 654; of A. Lyman, 322; of W. Richards, 346; of JS, 19, 37n61, 100n267, 195n611, 196n619, 654; of D. Spencer, 346, 48n87; of H. Stout, 654; of W. Woodruff, 62n149, 654; of B. Young, 46n92, 540 (illus.), 541–542, 654

Judd, Zadoc, 525n71

K

Kay, William, 546

Kelting, Joseph Andrew, 423, 604 (id.)

Kendall, Amos, 507

Keys of kingdom, xxviii, 205, 207, 208

Kickapoo Indians, 253n218, 468n53

Kimball, Heber Chase: id., 604–605; image, 637 (illus.)

Church activities

on G. Adams, 339; on completion of Nauvoo temple and Nauvoo House before relocation of Saints, 214, 260–264, 301–302; on construction of Nauvoo temple and Nauvoo House, 345; on death of JS, 205, 206; on disposal of Mormon property, 498; on J. Emmett leaving Nauvoo, 246, 529–530, 532; on endowment of unmarried persons, 525; Europe, proposed trip to, 276, 280; on mission to Springfield, 59; on Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, 441n79; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 260–264, 475, 482, 514–515; S. Rigdon, witness at ecclesiastical trial of, 208; on Rigdonism, 359; secret journey seeking another place of refuge for Saints (Oct. 1844), 211; succession to JS and, 379nn594–595; on vote of congregation to relocate to American West, 505; in Washington DC with L. Wight, 162, 299; D. Yearsley chastised, 453

Civic, political, and military affairs

on business agents remaining in Nauvoo, 514–515, 517; California, “voted” vice governor of, 464; M. Deming, report of conversation on Mormons’ opponents with, 441, 443–445; Gentiles, on pending not to work for, 455n819; independent nation, moving for Mormons to declare themselves to be, 454; on Nauvoo printing office, 375–376, 415; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 160, 162, 165, 166n528; refusal to patronize those not friends of Mormons, 262n245; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 292, 294; on suspension of papers prior to relocation, 495n125; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 229n127; on whistling of man out of Nauvoo, 392n635

Council of Fifty

administrative motions, 442, 457; as chair in absence of B. Young, 495; confidentiality
INDEX

concerns, 262; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 222; at first meeting after death of JS, 218; at first meetings following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 376n62; in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of, 43, 648 (chart); petition for territorial land grant and, 162n516; prayer led by, 510; presiding as chair in place of B. Young, 276, 277, 279, 281, 282; recorded in attendance at meetings, 418, 218, 252, 298, 324, 347, 372, 380, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; W. Smith, expulsion of, 512; on Western Mission, 275n295, 345, 396, 399–400

personal
acting in Pizarro; or, The Death of Rolha, 131n397; home expansion, 263; journal, 346, 654; plural marriage, 460; P. Pratt’s denial of credit to, 230n135; D. Yeardies’s refusal to provide goods on credit and, 229–231; Young family, close association with, 400

views and teachings
on gathering of Saints to Nauvoo, 604–605; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 82; on unity of church, after death of JS, 249n201

Kimball, Hiram, 198n626, 440n788, 503n145

Kimball, Oliver, 177

Kimball, Vilate Murray: letters on death of JS, 197n623, 198n626, 199n627, 204n644, 205; P. Pratt’s denial of credit to, 230n135


King Follett sermon of JS (7 Apr. 1844), xxxviii

Kings: proclamation of JS to kings of the earth, 72; prophet, priest, and king, xxxviii–xxxix, 85, 95–96, 98–99, 105, 120, 133n403, 168n529, 220n82, 236, 278; on use of term, 128, 224

Kirtland, Ohio: id., 565–566; A. Babbitt accused of trying to build up Kirtland over Nauvoo, 150n458; J. Dunham preaching on relocation or expansion of church to American West in, 290n141; dwindling Mormon population in, 309; high council, xviii; Mormon dissenters preaching in, 275n297, 309n400; record keeping in, xvii; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter and, 213; unpaid debts in Kirtland, U.S. marshal serving writs for, 420, 423, 444n786. See also Temple—Kirtland, Ohio

L

Lafayette, Marquis de, 68

Lake Tampanagos, 464

Lamanites, as term for American Indians, xxvi. See also American Indians

Lamar, Mirabeau, 140n427, 143n447

Lamborn, Josiah, 232, 461

Land Act of 1820, 236n153

"Last charge" of JS, 62–63, 66n164, 371, 378–380

Lathrop, Asahel A., 230, 231, 605 (id.)

Latter-day Saints. See Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

Latter Day Saint’s Messenger and Advocate (Pittsburgh), 275n298, 358n542

Law, Jane Silverthorne, 65n161, 152n465, 192, 193n600

Law, William: id., 605; baptism of, 65n161; conflict with JS, W. Clayton’s account of, 191–193; Council of Fifty discussing difficulties with, 137, 147, 148, 152–154; implicated in conspiracy to kill JS, 64n161, 88n224; H. Kimball on, 529; Nauvoo Expositor and, 192n598; Nauvoo Legion, suspension from, 153n470; plural marriage, opposition to, 65n161, 193n600, 530n16; political dispute with JS, 64n161; preaching in Kirtland, 275n297; refusal of JS to seal marriage of, 192; JS on conduct of, 64–66; threats against Mormons after death of JS, 214

Law, Wilson: id., 605–606; conflict with JS, W. Clayton’s account of, 191–193; Council of Fifty discussing difficulties with, 137, 147, 148, 152–154; T. Ford and, 197n621; implicated in conspiracy to kill JS, 88n224; H. Kimball on, 529; Nauvoo Expositor and, 192n598; Nauvoo Legion, suspension from, 153n470; threats against Mormons after death of JS, 214

Lawrence, Maria, 168n529

Laying on of hands, 277n300, 450

Leavitt, D. G. W., 496n128

Lee, John Doyle: id., 606; absent from council session, 392; attending council meeting in place of E. Thayer, 228n108; in Backenstos posse, 493n119; as clerk or scribe, 509, 540, 541–542; on cost of Seventies Hall, 510; on council meeting in attic story of Nauvoo temple, 510n29; on ensign to the nations or standard to the people, 512–513; handwriting of, 540 (illus.); 542–543; image, 637 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 419; as member of Council of Fifty, 253, 254, 255, 456n821, 649 (chart); on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 447; on police guarding temple in Nauvoo, 503; recommended as council member, 229; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 348, 372, 388, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 539; relocation to American West, selection of
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Lee, John Doyle (continued)

companies for, 482; seventies, expansion of quorums of, 260n243; as watchman set by Council of Fifty, 277

Letterbook 1, xix, xxi

Letterbook 2, xix

Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs (U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs), as historical source, 655

Levity, B. Young on avoiding indulgence in spirit of, 421

Lewis, Philip Bessom: id., 606–607; as committee member, 652 (chart); at dedication of Nauvoo Masonic Hall, 260n220; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 649 (chart); recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 218, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; Society Islands, preparing papers to send to missionaries in, 381; state governors petitioned by Mormons on grievances in Missouri and Illinois, 292

Library principles, D. Yearsley on, 105–106

Lickskittles, 286

Light reported on death of JS, 202n642, 203 (illus.)

Lima, Ill.: id., 566; anti-Mormon demonstrations in, 196n616; theft of foodstuffs from non-Mormons in, 423, 424, 436, 437–438, 439–440

Lincoln, Abraham, 223n89

Liquor. See Alcohol

Littlefield, Lyman O., 190–191, 375n577

Locke, John, Two Treatises of Government, 111n307

London Times, 446n789

Losee, Abraham, 423n719, 424n723, 439n769

Lot, Mr., 143

Lott, Cornelius Peter: id., 607; absence from first meeting of council after death of JS, 216n73; on A. Babbitt’s mission to France, 150; on difference between church and kingdom, 123; on fencing dispute in Nauvoo, 455; on God’s guidance and constitution drafting committee, 91; image, 617 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as manager of JS’s farm, 64n153, 93; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 648 (chart); on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 447; on police in Nauvoo, 336–337; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 324, 348, 372, 380, 390, 421, 432–433, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 512; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 476; S. Rigdon, witness at ecclesiastical trial of, 208; sleeping in meetings, 415; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 649 (chart); on mission to strengthen eastern church branches, 415–416; Nauvoo Agricultural and Manufacturing Association, 374n577; as Nauvoo House Association trustee, 346n504, 431; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 450–452; on police in Nauvoo, 336–337; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 324, 348, 372, 380, 390, 421, 432–433, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 512; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 476; S. Rigdon, witness at ecclesiastical trial of, 208; sleeping in meetings, 415; southern states, proselytizing in, 30n40; succession to JS and, 379n594; on Western Mission, 416

Lytle, John, 194

M

Macbeth (Shakespeare), 43n75, 95, 288n333

Macedonia. See Ramus, Ill.

Macomb, Ill., 216, 232n144, 666 (id.)

Maid of Iowa (steamboat), 108n297

Major, William W., 408n674

Majority, legal age of, 288

Majority rule and minority rights, Mormon concerns about, xxv–xxvi, xxxiv–xxxv, xlii, 85, 106–107

Manasseh, tribe of, 255

Manhard, William, 503n144, 508n23

Manifest destiny, xxvii

Marcy, William L., 509

Maria Monk publications, 59n142

Markham, Stephen, 138n415, 194, 198n626, 342n493, 548

Marks, William: id., 607–608; attack on W. Peck and, 260n421; B. Brackenbury and, 320; in list of council members by age, 187; as member of
Council of Fifty, 51–52, 648 (chart); Nauvoo Mansion lease, 268n263, 338n483; prayer led by, 55, 89, 109n301; as president of Nauvoo stake, 51n112; rejected as member of Council of Fifty, 226; replaced by John Smith as president of Nauvoo stake, 211; C. Rich as counselor to, 64n158; S. Rigdon and, 208, 226n96; rumored to be traitor to JS, 152n469; Emma Smith on, 482n90; succession to JS and, 206, 208

Marriage: of American Indians and Mormons, 533; committee to report information on Illinois statute on, 297, 319, 332–333, 652 (chart); Nauvoo municipal charter, effects of state legislature’s repeal of, 297, 319, 322, 332–333; Quaker, 333; sealing, 192; temple endowment ceremonies and, 525. See also Plural marriage

Marsh, Thomas B., 139n422

Marshall, Samuel, 445n788

Masons: Council of Fifty members as, 86n220; suspension of Nauvoo lodges by Grand Lodge of Illinois, 153, 154, 257n233; twenty-four-inch ruler as implement of entered apprentices, 101n270. See also Nauvoo Masonic lodge and hall

Massachusetts, challenging imprisonment of free black sailors in South Carolina, 294n351, 305n387

Matlack, William E., 520n53

Maudsley, Sutcliffe, 219

McDougall, James A., 608 (id.)

Letters: to church leaders on relocation of Mormons, 488–490 (text)

McLellin, William E., 275n297

Menominee: cash and goods annuity from federal government, 33n51; J. Emmett’s Wisconsin mission and, 169, 170, 245; Mormon relations with, 270n32, 29; territory, 212n55, 25, 26 (map); 32–33; Western Mission and, 395n643; Wisconsin Saints and, 21, 29n35, 156n486

Messenger and Advocate, of the Church of Christ (Pittsburgh), 275n298, 318n542

Methodists and Methodism: Cherokees proselytized by, 308n398; L. Dow, 118n346; E. Freeman, 196n669; minority rights, JS’s U.S. presidential campaign championing, xxxv; D. Yearsley on, 126

Mexico: id., 566; J. Bernhisl on, 352; Gulf of, 34, 181; internal political dissension in, 354; Monterrey, 271; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 166n527; JS on U.S. annexation of, 18; Texas and, 169n334, 731n81, 145n445, 166n527, 180, 331n461; D. Webster’s correspondence with Mexican authorities, 56. See also California

Micheltorena, Manuel, 305n386, 334n530

Miles, Ira, 437

Millennial Harbinger (Bethany, Va.), 84n212

Millennialism. See Second Coming

MILLER, GEORGE: id., 608–609; image, 638 (illus.); letters in Northern Islander (1855), as historical source, 655

Church activities: on completion of Nauvoo temple and Nauvoo House before relocation of Saints, 302; on death of JS, 206n111; on discipline of Wisconsin church members, 320n47; France, proposed mission to, 147; inquiring in Nauvoo about proselytization of Wisconsin Indians, 212n52, 395n635; judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 320; on Nauvoo House and Nauvoo House Association, 323, 343–346, 362–366, 381, 383, 384, 385, 431, 442; prayer meetings of church leaders after death of JS, 447n793; southern states, mission in, 17, 30n40; steam mill contracted to grind church’s wheat, 503n144; as trustee-in-trust for church, 210, 364n559, 543n14

CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS on American Indians, 27, 170n539, 389, 395n643, 411; on business agents to remain in Nauvoo, 517; fears for Mormon safety in Nauvoo, 262n244; on lumbering and milling operations, 248n2, 148, 155–157; as Nauvoo city councilor, 375n73; on Nauvoo printing office, 377; on police guarding temple in Nauvoo, 504; police in Nauvoo and, 339, 392n635; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter and, 269n268, 333n470; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 134n407, 157n490, 159; women on police force, proposal regarding, 392n635


COUNCIL OF FIFTY administrative motions, 401; as committee member, 653 (chart); on confidentiality, 262n246, 275, 277n303; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 220n81, 221; on destruction of council records, 224; at first meeting after death of JS, 218; H. Kimball possibly referring to, 264; leaving meeting early on account of illness, 450; in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of, 43, 140, 648 (chart); new council members charged by, 254; prayer led by, 372; recorded in
MILLER, GEORGE (continued)
availability at council meeting, 148, 218, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 444, 466, 480, 486, 510, 537; on rules and procedures, 281; sent to bring L. Wight to Nauvoo, 48, 109n299, 138n418; welcoming new members into council, 324; on Wisconsin Saints’ committee to report to Nauvoo, 18, 19

TRAVEL AND RELOCATION
J. Emmett leading party out of Nauvoo and, 531, 532; J. Emmett’s Wisconsin mission replicating earlier trip of, 170n539; migration of pineries families to Texas, supervising, 148, 158; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 269–271, 476, 517; Texas, emigration to, 151n462; Texas settlement negotiations and, 145, 146; on Western Mission, 275, 288–289, 291, 305–306, 308, 334, 355–356, 396; on L. Wight party going to Texas, 437; on L. Woodworth going to Texas to negotiate Mormon settlement, 48n102

Miller, Henry William: id., 609; arrested in place of B. Young on counterfeiting charges, 508–509; as committee member, 653n9 (chart); meetings in home of, 40; remaining as business agent for council in Nauvoo, 542, 543

Miller, William, 264n253

“Mind your own business” (as Mormon Creed), 494n124

Minority groups in U.S., Mormon concerns about protection of, xxv–xxvi, xxxiv–xxxv, xlii, 85, 101, 106–107

Minutes: of J. Emmett meetings, 462; Minute Book 1, xvii, xviii, xix; Minute Book 2, xvii, xviii. See also Council of Fifty—Record keeping

Mississippi River: id., 566; dam, 245, 282, 374, 377; “Great Flood” of 1844 on, 170n538; Zion identified as land between Rocky Mountains and, 31n42

Missouri high council, xviii, xxi

Missouri Republican, 133n403, 220n82

Missouri River, 31n42, 367 (id.)

Mobocracy: in California, 329; Catholics suffering from, 330n456; W. Clayton’s account of murder of JS and, 191, 194, 199n630; confidentiality concerns and, 89; drawing off attention of, 216, 294n349; J. Hardin viewed as part of, 48n194; Illinois militia and, 428n712; in letter to T. Ford, 425n716; in letter to state governors, 317; in Missouri, 177; in Nauvoo, 338; sale of Mormon property and, 449

Mohawks, 463

Mohican tribe, 468n57

Mohican tribe, 468n57

Moenk, Maria, publications, 59n142

Monroe, James (schoolteacher), 426n756

Monterrey, Mexico, 271, 305

“Moot legislature,” proposal to rename Council of Fifty as, 321

Morley, Isaac: id., 610; American Indians, proposal to arm and supply jointly with Canadians, 408; on anti-Mormon demonstrations in Lima, 196n616; as committee member, 476, 499n135, 639 (chart); image, 638 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 417; as member of Council of Fifty, 252n216, 393–394, 469 (chart); on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 446; recommended as council member, 228; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 421, 438, 441, 453, 466, 486, 510, 536, 537; relocation of Saints to American West and, 481, 546, 547; on theft of foodstuffs from non-Mormons in Lima, 423, 424, 438; violence against Mormons in Hancock Co. (autumn 1845) and, 477; writs served on brethren, committee to examine, 423

Mormon, Book of. See Book of Mormon

Mormon Creed (“Mind your own business”), 494n124

Mormon War: in Missouri (1838), 355n51

Morrison, Thomas, 194n608, 195n611, 197n622

Moses (biblical figure), 84, 93–94, 113n326

Munroe, Sophia, 362n552

Munroe’s Book of. See Book of Mormon

Munroe’s Creed (“Mind your own business”), 494n124

“Mormon War” in Missouri (1838), 355n51

Mornings, Thomas, 194n608, 195n611, 197n622

Moses (biblical figure), 84, 93–94, 113n326

Munroe, Sophia, 362n552

Murder of JS and HS: acquittal of accused murderers, 461; American Indians and, 349–350n16; arrest and trial of accused murderers, 191, 211–212, 213, 223, 271n279, 314, 335n474, 456–457, 460–461; behavior and actions of Mormons during trial of accused murderers, 441, 450–452, 461; W. Clayton’s account of JS’s June 1844 activities, incarceration, and murder, xl, 15–17, 190–204; W. Clayton’s journal, on events surrounding death of JS, 198n625–626, 199n629, 200n632, 204n645; conspiracy, regarded as, 342n493; Daniels, William M., A Correct Account of the Murder of Generals Joseph and Hyrum Smith (1845), 190–191, 200n631, 200n634, 202n641–642, 203 (illus.), 204; English papers, proposed article for, 434; T. Ford and, 11, 196–197, 199–200, 313–314; guilt felt by J. Dunham regarding, 468n51;
light reported on death of JS, 202n642, 203 (illus.); L. Littlefield account of, 190–191, 177n577; Mormon reaction to, 204, 205; Nauvoo Masonic Hall panorama painting of, 408; non-Mormon condemnation of, 548n23; pessimism of Mormons regarding trial of accused murderers, 461; plans of opponents of Mormons at murder trial, 440–441, 442–452, 460–463; reporter sent to trial of accused murderers, 457; Emma Smith’s belief that plural marriage led to, 482n90; U.S. presidential campaign of JS and, 134n404, 205. See also specific persons’ reactions to death of JS

Music: “Hail Columbia,” W. Phelps parody of, See Native Americans.

Napoleon Bonaparte, 341

Nauvoo, Ill.: id., 567–568; American Indian

The Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris, 275

Nauvoo, Ill.: id., 567–568; American Indian burial mounds in and around, 116n335; arsenal, 230n128–129, 390, 416–417, 462, 483; A. Babbitt accused of trying to build up Kirtland over Nauvoo, 150n458; E. Bonney’s description of, 74n184; business agents of coun-

cil remaining behind in, 510, 512–514, 542, 653; city elections, 373, 375, 426n727; city recorder’s office, 562; city scrip forwarded to J. Bennet to prosecute state for recovery of value, 430; committee to organize city for a mile square, 653 (chart); dam (planned site), 563; death of JS, gathering of Mormons after, 205–206; deputy sheriffs, appointment of, 362, 371–372, 386, 387; evacuation of, xlii–xliv, 510, 521–525, 545, 549; exhibition of JS’s body in, 204; fencing dispute in, 452, 454–455; images of, 391 (illus.); 549 (illus.); martyr law declared in, 196n678; officers from Carthage asking for liquor in, 480; petition for federal protection of, 127; police reorganized following repeal of municipal charter, 318, 323, 326n449, 334–339, 362, 371–372; political convention in, 134n404, 157n499; poor families in, assistance for, 438, 439, 440, 452, 455, 492–493; purpose of gathering Saints at, 403n665; record keeping in, xvi, xx, xxi; re-

organization and incorporation of, xliii, 356–357, 371–372, 378, 470–421, 425–428; selected properties and residences, western Nauvoo, 582–583 (map); steam mill, 503; trades association, 216n73, 254n225, 374n75, 433n748. See also Extralegal violence in defense of Nauvoo; Printing office; Seventies Hall; Store; Temple—Nauvoo, Ill.

Nauvoo Agricultural and Manufacturing Association, 374n75

Nauvoo City Council: on destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194n604; Missouri, memorial seeking redress from, 172n549; record keeping, xx, xxi, 7; rules and procedures, xxii

Nauvoo Expositor: arrest of JS and others for destruction of, 194–200, 264n254; contents of only issue of, 192n598, 193n600, 193n603; destruction of, 11, 194–195; T. Ford on destruction of, 197n622, 200; R. Foster as one of founders of, 151n464; indictments for destruction of, 212; press obtained for, 152, 192; prospectus for, 168n529, 192n597; on theocracy, xxix

Nauvoo high council, minutes of, xvi

Nauvoo House: id., 568; bricklaying, commence-

cement of, 439; continued construction after death of JS, xli, 298, 302–303, 321, 344, 384–385; 442n778; frustrations over lack of progress on, 30; high priests quorum fund raising for, 344n500; image of unfinished building, 367 (illus.); as monument to Mormon industry, 39; new architectural drawings for, 347, 363–366, 367 (illus.); purchase of JS’s interest in, 371, 385–386; records deposited in foundation of, 344; relocation and efforts to complete, 512, 519–520; site of, 385; Wisconsin mills providing lumber for, xxx, 24, 29

Nauvoo House Association: committee to investi-
gate stock of, 347, 362–366, 371, 381–384, 431n740, 653 (chart); disagreements with temple committee, 30n39; disorganized state of records, 323, 345–346; incorporation of, 364n578; meeting of stockholders, 388; property exchanged for stock deeded to church trustees-in-trust, 440, 442; Quorum of the Twelve, decision to leave future matters to, 421, 431; stock certificates, 382 (illus.); trustees, 19, 129n386, 138n414, 346n504, 364, 384; L. Wight, stock certificates lost by, 139n421, 362, 384

Nauvoo Legion: arrest and trial of accused mur-
derers of JS and HS, 211–212; arsenal, 230n128–129, 390, 416–417, 462, 483; called out to protect city and Saints, 196; committee to examine legal standing of, 429–430, 453–454, 653 (chart); courts-martial of dissenters from, 152–153; T. Ford demanding return of state arms from, 199; T. Ford on legal position of, 427; historical documents about, 347, 368–369, 653; Illinois militia, required service in,
INDEX

Nauvoo Legion (continued) 428n732, 454; opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, preparation for, 448; purpose of, xxvi; record keeping, xx; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter and, 213; JS as commanding officer, xx, 177n7; T. Turley manufacturing weapons for, 228n117, 390, 416; D. Yearsley’s store, goods obtained from, 230; B. Young as commanding officer, 211–212

Nauvoo Mansion: id., 568; Council of Fifty meetings held in, 19, 165, 169; image, 167 (illus.); leased by B. Johnson, 480n85; leased by W. Marks, 268n263, 338n483; leased by J. Pack, 167, 268–269, 338n483

Nauvoo Masonic lodge and hall: id., 566; W. Clayton as secretary of lodge, 7; Council of Fifty meetings held in hall, 85, 387; harvest, equipping hall for storage of, 462; images of hall, 87 (illus.); meetings of lodge as evidence for timing of Council of Fifty meetings, 47n98, 50, 54; H. Miller hosting lodge meetings, 40n70; oaths of secrecy, Masonic, 42n75; panorama painting of murder of JS and HS in hall, 408; play performed in hall, 131n397; printing office moved into hall, 390, 411–412, 415n69; rental of hall to Catholics after removal from Nauvoo, 483; suspension of Nauvoo lodges by Grand Lodge of Illinois, 153, 154, 257n233

Nauvoo municipal charter, xxvi, 652. See also Repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter

Nauvoo Municipal Court, xx, xxvi, 193n603, 195

Nauvoo Neighbor: article in response to Washington Globe, 110; on “Aunt Peggy,” 260n242; on British and French opposition to annexation of Texas, 272n288; on Carthage Greys’ threats against Mormons, 427n731; Council of Fifty discussing, 369, 370, 371–377; on death of JS, 193n602; electioneering assignments published in, 134n406; Frémont report excerpts reprinted in, 464–465, 472n68; General Smith’s Views printed by, 91n233; as historical source, 654; on Illinois state nominating convention for JS, 163n517; on Nauvoo House Association, 343, 384n619; on Nauvoo reorganization and incorporation, 387n631; opponents of Mormons “fired up” by editorials in, 441, 444, 450, 452n838; pineries, proposal for Mormon reserve in, 217, 241n165; on Pittsburgh fire (1845), 433n747; on J. Polk’s efforts to end joint British-U.S. occupation of Oregon, 446n789; on rebellion in California, 304n386; relocation of church to American West and suspension of, 485, 494–495; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 316n420, 352n523; on Rigdonism pamphlet by O. Hyde, 359n543; on S. Rigdon’s move to Pittsburgh, 159n498; South Carolina, imprisonment of free black sailors in, 294n391; on Texas needing protection from foreign marauders, 76n192; on trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 441. 450–452, 457n824; on T. Turley creating weapons, 346n505; type, need to replace, 413; urging people to subscribe, 377n587; on U.S. marshal serving writs for unpaid debts in Kirtland, 420; Wasp replaced by, 373n571; on Western Mission, 322, 326; on whistling of man out of Nauvoo, 392n635

Nauvoo post office: id., 568–569; interference with mail postmarked at, 317; S. Rigdon as postmaster, 165–169, 338n483, 652; G. Robinson as postmaster, 169n532, 338n483; Elias Smith as postmaster, 169n532, 338n483; JS taking over as postmaster, 168–169

Nauvoo Water Power Company, 282n318

Nebuchadnezzar (biblical figure), 53, 104

Neibaur, Alexander, 192n596

Nelson, James, 246, 247, 528n8

Nelson, Rebecca, 246, 247, 528n8

Nelson, Thomas, 246, 247, 528n8

The Neutral French; or, The Exiles of Nova Scotia (C. Williams), 293n347

Neutrality Act of 1794, 70n175, 429n736

New Organization (earlier name of Community of Christ), 585, 617

New Orleans, La.: id., 569; Catholics, Mormon efforts to sell property to, 483; D. Hollister sent by JS to, 108n297; Texas and, 73n180, 142, 143

New York (state), xvii, xxv–xxvi. See also Kirtland, Ohio

New York City, N.Y., 472n66, 483, 514n38, 569 (id.)

New York Daily Tribune, 496n126, 497n131

New York Messenger, 497n131

New York Sun, 304n386, 513n36

Niles’ National Register (Baltimore), 134n404

Nimrod (biblical figure), 13

Northern Islander (St. James, Mich.), 655

Nova Scotia, Acadians expelled from, 293

Noyes, Michael J., 610 (id.)

Letters: of introduction, 486 (text), 486–487 (text)

Nutall, L. John, 6, 47n99

Oath of confidentiality, Council of Fifty, 40, 42, 47, 133n403, 321

Ohio, xvii, xxv–xxvi. See also Kirtland, Ohio

Ojibwe. See Chippewa

Oneida tribe, 251, 253n218, 470, 471

Ontario Phoenix (Canandaigua, N.Y.), 374n77

set on Mormon opponents, 258–260; J. Backenstos, threats to, 427; from California settlers, 518; conspiracy to assassinate JS, 64n161, 88n214, 152n467, 191n935; emergency defense and place of refuge against, 340–342, 348, 349, 353; evacuation of Nauvoo, xliii–xliv, 510, 521–525, 545, 549; expulsions of Saints from Ohio and Missouri, xxv–xxvi, xxxv, 94, 106, 111n310, 131n397, 176, 288n335, 306n394, 522n63; T. Ford on, 425–426; judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 297–298, 301, 310, 320–321, 369n568; judicial writs issued as anti-Mormon harassment, 301n374, 315, 335n474; jury members, plan to reject Mormons as, 439–440; on Mormon efforts to complete Nauvoo temple, 506; outbreaks of violence against Mormons (autumn 1845) in Hancock Co., 459, 465, 477–479, 480, 481, 483–485; relocation or expansion of church to American West and, xxvii, 88, 213–214; JS indicted by grand jury in Carthage, 165n523, 168n529, 193; JS threatened with arrest by T. Ford, 11; J. Taylor on how to deal with, 264–265; thefts and appropriations, Mormons accused of, 355n531; trial of H. Wilson and J. Reynolds for illegal arrest of JS, 138n415; Warsaw Signal letter using “extermination” in proposing solution to Mormon problem, 424n722; of Whigs, 269; writs and court proceedings as anti-Mormon harassment, 301n374, 315, 335n474, 420, 422–425, 484, 508, 521, 523; B. Young on cheerful approach to relocation, 494, 503. See also Conflict; Murder of JS and HS; Nauvoo Expositor; Repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter

Ordinances (religious), 507, 510n29, 525n72, 530n14

Ordination, 17, 212, 399n655, 460

Oregon: id., 611; belief that Oregon would be taken over by British, 267–268, 269, 272, 446; campaign position of JS on, 67n170; Independence, settlement of, 434; joint British-U.S. occupation treaty, 56n133, 60n145, 67, 68n173, 78n193, 132–133, 174–176, 184; map given by S. Douglas to O. Hyde, 184; Missouri, settlers from, 177; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American emigrants to, xxxix, 50, 52–53, 55–57, 62, 166n527, 174–178, 632; proposed relocation or expansion of church to, xxvii, xxx, xxxi, 40, 181–184, 267–268, 272, 322, 326, 327–329; provisional government in, 177, 184n168, 533; U.S. congressional debates about, 57n136, 60n145, 130, 132–133, 174n553; Western Mission and, 296. See also Western expedition to Oregon and California

Oregon expedition (as name for planned California removal), 464

Oregon Trail, 475, 513n35

Orton, Amos, 399n655, 533n23

Oshkosh (Menominee chief): id., 611; probably meeting with, 170n540, 245; image, 28 (illus.); Morrison relations with, 271n12, 291n5, 170n540, 274n289

O'Sullivan, John L., xxvii

Otis, Moses, 461

Owen, Robert Dale, 56

Owenites, 97n264

Pack, John: id., 611; absent from council session, 282, 392; image, 618 (illus.); judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 320; in list of council members by age, 419; as member of Council of Fifty, 253, 254, 255, 456n821, 649 (chart); as Nauvoo city councilor, 374n573; Nauvoo Mansion lease, 167, 268–269, 384n483; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 372, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 486, 539; store of, 480n85

Page, John E.: id., 611–612; called home to Pittsburgh on account of wife's ill health, 172; as delegate to Democratic convention, 133n404; image, 619 (illus.); letter from O. Hyde to, 185n575; in list of council members by age, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 138n418, 253, 255, 649 (chart); Mississippi dam and, 282; Nauvoo, reorganization of, 356, 387n631; on pan-Indian council, 401; pinneries, proposal for Mormon reserve in, 216; rebaptism of J. Emmett, 463; recommended as council member, 228; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 441, 480, 537

Page, Mary Judd, 172

Panama, railroad proposed for Isthmus of, 331


Paquet (Packet), Charles, 472n65

Parker, John Davis: id., 612; absent from council meeting, 282; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 547n13; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 222; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 55–57, 649 (chart); prayer led by, 480; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 218, 252, 276, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538

Parliamentary procedure, xxxi, 6–9, 55, 96n260, 280–282, 536

Patriarch, W. Smith ordained as, 460

Patriotism, 288

Paul (biblical figure), 34, 131, 227n103, 338n486, 398n651

Pawnee, 323, 342n495
Peck, Cyrus, 503n144
Peck, Washington, 191n395, 260n242
Peel, William, 177n653
Pennsylvania, 157, 159, 570 (id.)
Pennsylvania, 191n595, 260n242
Peeler, William, 177n563
Pendleton, Calvin C., 456
Pendleton, Calvin C., 456
Perjury: B. Brackenbury, attempted arrest of, 297, 299–300, 318, 320; JS accused of, 168n529
Perkins, Andrew H., 547n15, 548
Perkins, Andrew H., 547n15, 548
Perry, Stephen, 194
Peters, William S., and Peters Colony, Tex., 144n439
Pettegrew, David, 229n125
Phelps, John, 39n63
Phelps, Morgan, 503n145
Phelps, William Wines, 374n157, 374n157; as hymn and song writer, 97n261, 110, 118, 138, 454, 496n127; image, 639 (illus.)
church activities
directing general church conference, 91n234; American Indians, conversion of, 528; on church history, 368; as clerk or scribe, 44n79, 160n502; on J. Emmett leading company out of Nauvoo, 531; on presidency of Missouri high council, xviii; proselytization of American Indians, 533; on relocation or expansion of Saints to American West, 271–273, 476, 482, 517; S. Rigdon, witness at ecclesiastical trial of, 150, 324; on shipping arrangements for California, 322; Society Islands, preparing papers to send to missionaries in, 381, 394
civic, political, and military affairs
American Indians, proposal to arm and supply jointly with Canadians, 408–409; judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 369, 371, 376; marriage law in Illinois, appointed to investigate, 297, 319, 322, 332–333; as Nauvoo city councilor, 374n157; on Nauvoo House Association, 363, 384; Nauvoo Legion, legal standing of, 430, 453n813, 454; not listed as Mason, 86n220; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 446; on Oregon and Great Britain, 446; on police in Nauvoo, 338; on post office transfer, 166; on repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter, 377; JS’s presidential campaign, assistance with, 44n79, 135; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 292, 295, 317n422; theodemocracy statement for JS’s presidential campaign ghost-written by, xxxvi; writ for arrest in destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194; writs served on brethren, committee to examine, 424
Council of Fifty
on G. Adams, 340; apology for being late, 443; blessings proposed, 548; as committee member, 295, 312, 652 (chart), 653 (chart); on constitutional drafting committee, xxxvi, 40, 57n137, 80–81, 85, 91, 94–95, 110, 119n349, 129; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 220–221; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; at first meetings of Council of Fifty following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 39n653; in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of, 43, 648 (chart); Oregon, on U.S. congressional debates about, 132; as organization, 278; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 57, 66n167, 160–161, 162; prayer led by, 150, 324; on railroad proposed for Isthmus of Panama, 331; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 218, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 486, 510, 537; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter by state legislature and, 295, 322; W. Smith, expulsion of, 512; Washington Globe article read by, 74; on Western Mission, 285–288, 304–305, 312, 322, 326, 327, 348–349, 352, 399, 434
Printing and Publishing
The Evening and the Morning Star, 358; Nauvoo Neighbor article on Mormon behavior during trial of JS’s accused murderers, 450; Nauvoo printing office and, 369–377, 390, 433–444, 435; relocation to American West, taking press and other materials for, 482; republication of anti-Mormon statements and, 486, 496, 497
Philadelphia, Pa., 330n456, 483, 570 (id.)
Phillips, John, 39n63
Phelps, Morgan, 503n145
Pike, Zebulon, 350n517, 464
Pine country, Wisconsin Territory (pinery): id., 570; Indian lands, logging on, 18, 25–29, 32–33; Indian relations, 156; iron ore in, 29; logging and lumber mills, xxx, 15, 18, 24; G. Miller’s and L. Wight’s letters regarding Saints’ operations in, xxx, 11, 15, 18–36; nature of lands of, 29; proposal for Mormon reserve in, 216–218, 232–244, 293–294; quantities of lumber produced out of, 24n27, 29; reports of G. Miller and L. Wight on operations in, 148, 155–157; Texas, plan to move Mormon pinery families to, 148, 157, 158
Pitman, Isaac, 374n157
Pittsburgh, Pa.: id., 570; fire of 1845, 433; S. Rigdon moving to, 159n498, 206, 208
Pizarro; or, The Death of Rollo (play), 131n397
Player, William W., 321n433
Plumbe, John, 173
Plural marriage: G. Adams entering into unauthorized plural marriages, 339n486; authorized and unauthorized, 530n16; conflict within church regarding, 65n161, 152n467, 154n473, 154n476, 192, 275n298, 368n563, 530; eastern states, division and disorder in church branches in, 212, 460; opposition of Emma Smith to,
INDEX

63n161, 482n90; relocation or expansion of church to American West and, xxvii; Rigdonites and, 530; JS accused of adultery and fornication with plural wife Maria Lawrence, 168n259; W. Smith’s open practice of, 212, 460; “spiritual wife,” as term, 193n199, 302, 530n16; succession to JS and, 209

Police: deputy sheriffs, appointment of, 362, 371–372, 386, 387; elder in London, attempted arrest of, 409, 410n676; Illinois law on, 335n473; “Old Police,” 448; reinstatement in Nauvoo, 426n727; recall of Nauvoo municipal charter, reorganization and incorporation of, 356–357, 372, 387, 426n727; Nauvoo House, 366n661; 385–386; Nauvoo House Association and, 345; 381, 383–384; on Nauvoo printing office, 376, 412; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 447; plural marriage, estrangement from JS over, 368n663; on Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, 437n79; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 218, 252, 276, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 510, 539; relocation, on advance committee plans for, 531; on Rigdonism pamphlet by O. Hyde, 379; on rules and procedures, 280, 281, 324–325; Society Islands, preparing papers to send to missionaries in, 347, 361, 380n601, 381, 394, 440; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 317n422, 394; succession to JS and, 379n594; on using numbers instead of names in records, 224; to Washington DC to present memorial to Congress, 109n299, 127n378; on Western Mission, 275, 312, 326–327, 334, 352, 396–398, 434

Letter: from Council of Fifty on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 160, 165–166 (text), 172

Pratt, Parley Parker: id., 613–614; on G. Adams, 338n486; as captain of company relocating Mormons, 546; as committee member, 476, 481, 499n135, 653 (chart); on constitutional drafting committee, xxvii, 376n61, 40, 78, 137n412, 467; credit denied to H. Kimball by, 230n133; on death of JS, 206; on establishing stakes, 281n195; at first meetings of Council of Fifty following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 376n62; handwriting of, 501 (illus.); image, 639 (illus.); letters from B. Young, 459, 461; in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 648 (chart); New York City, mission to, 472n666; Pacific, missionary work in, 356n533; on plural marriage, 530n16; on presentation of relocation plans to Mormons, 505; Proclamation of the Twelve Apostles... To All the Kings of the World (1843), 72n178; Prophets, as editor of, 358n539; on Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, 431n79; on rape of Mormon women by Missouri militiamen, 94n248; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; on relocation of church to American West, 465, 472–475, 476, 481, 503, 514; on republication of
INDEX

Pratt, Parley Parker (continued)
anti-Mormon statements, 486, 495–497; S. Rigdon, witness at ecclesiastical trial of, 208; secret journey seeking another place of refuge for Saints (Oct. 1844), 211; on W. Smith, 460; succession to JS and, 179n394; sustained as member of Council of Fifty, 215n73, 225; U.S. presidential campaign of JS and, xxxv; Voice of Warning . . . (1857), 143n436, 206
Prayer: on completion of Nauvoo temple before relocation of Saints, 214; continuation of regular prayer meetings of church leaders after death of JS, 447n793; Council of Fifty meetings opening with, 55, 63, 89, 109, 118, 138, 148, 150, 169, 218, 253, 277, 298, 324, 348, 372, 392, 421, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 546; death of JS, public meeting after, 207; poor, day of fasting and prayer in aid of, 455n820; prayer meeting (14 Feb. 1845), 241n165, 252, 275n292
Pre-earthly council, 278n307, 360n545
Prentiss, William, 59n142
Presbyterians and Presbyterianism: Jesus Christ as prophet, priest, and king in, 96n258; minority rights, JS’s U.S. presidential campaign championing, xxxv; principle of religious separation and, 242; Presbyterian minister (Mr. Slocum), anecdote regarding, 59; Stockbridge Indians and, 469n77
Presidency of the high priesthood, xvii, xviii
Priesthood quorums, organization of, 310
Printing and publishing: almanacs, 412; anti-Mormon publications, proposal to republish, as evidence of bad treatment of Mormons, 486–487, 495–497; of General Smith’s Views on the Powers and Policy of the Government . . . (1844), 90–91; retention of press in Nauvoo by A. Babbitt after relocation of Mormons, 510, 520; urging Mormons to take papers, 377, 415; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, pamphlets and broadsides, 61 (illus.), 135; Wisconsin committee’s views regarding, 36
Probation, mortal life as state of, 529
“Proclamation” (W. Smith, 1843), 521n30
Proclamation of the Twelve Apostles . . . To All the Kings of the World (P. Pratt, 1845), 72n178
“Proper source,” 128, 307, 308
Property: business agents, members remaining in Nauvoo as, 510, 512–521, 542, 543; fencing dispute, 452, 454–455; poor families remaining in Nauvoo in Mormon properties, 515, 516, 519; relocation to American West and disposal of, 483, 485, 488n109, 491, 497–499, 506, 510, 512–521, 523; Emma Smith and personal versus church property, 482n90; tax collection delay until after May 1846 in Hancock Co., 512–513, 514, 515–516, 517; violence against Mormons in Hancock Co. (autumn 1845) and offers to sell, 477–478, 483n91
Prophecies, 229n120, 498
Prophet: depiction of JS addressing the Lamanites commissioned by, 77 (illus.); “Epistle of the Twelve” (W. Woodruff, 1845), 206; P. Pratt as editor of, 358n393; Rigdonism in, 358n393; U.S. presidential campaign of JS and, 61, 135n408–409
Prophet, priest, and king, xxxviii–xxxix, 85, 95–96, 98–99, 105, 120, 133n403, 168n529, 220n82, 256, 278
Proselytizing: of American Indians, xxvi–xxvii, xxx, xlii–xliii, 21, 27–29, 33, 35, 244n171, 268, 273–274, 296, 303, 399n655, 461, 532–533; call for volunteers, 601n46; eastern church branches, proposed mission to strengthen, 415–416; Gentiles, rejection of, xlii; by high priests, 60; of S. Houston in Texas, 42n72, 145n444; of Jews, 124n167; judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 297–298, 301, 310, 320–321, 369n568; ordination of missionaries to Lamanites, 399n655; by Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, 60; relocation or expansion to American West and sending gospel to eastern nations, 356; W. Richards on, 59; by seventies, 60; in southern states, 17, 30n40; J. Taylor on nations of the earth, 52, 53; in Texas, 145, 146; Wisconsin lumber mills, proposal to sell, xxx. See also Western Mission; Wisconsin mission to Lamanites; and specific persons and places
Publishing. See Printing and publishing
Purcell, John Baptist, 506
Purple, Norman H., 493n121, 512n33
Quakers, marriage practices of, 333
Quarter, William, 506
Quincey (Ill.) Whig, 491–494, 654
Quincy, Ill., 487, 491–494, 571 (id.)
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles: anointing of, 380n598; authority of, 401; church history, preparing for printing of, 413n67; dam on Mississippi River, dedication of site for, 245; S. Douglas and J. Hardin, meetings with, 483, 484; J. Emmett, meetings following return of, 462–463; at first meetings of Council of Fifty, xxx–xxxii, 19, 37, 39n63; membership of Council of Fifty and, 138n418, 228n111; minutes of, xvi; Nauvoo House, on completion of, 322n434; Nauvoo House Association matters to be left
INDEX

R
Railroad proposed for Isthmus of Panama, 331
Ramus (or Macedonia), Ill.: id., 571; anti-
Macedonia company relocating to American
West, 95; Nauvoo House construction in, 345; John
Smith as presiding elder in, 64n152
Randall, Sally, 349n16
Rape of Mormon women during Missouri perse-
cutions, 94
Rebaptism of J. Emmett, 463, 472
Record keeping: clerks, secretaries, and recorders,
xxi, 6–8; of conferences of elders, xvi–xvii; of
council of the Kirtland and Missouri presiden-
ties, xxi; of conference of elders, xvi–xvii; of
councils, xvii–xviii; editorial procedures, 356; J. Emmett
leading party out of Nauvoo after death of JS,
209–210, 248–251, 257–253; endowments
and, 214, 358, 511, 520n72; Europe, proposed
trip of H. Kimball and B. Young to, 276, 280;
evacuation of Nauvoo, xlii–xliii, 310, 321–325,
545, 549; federal efforts to stop, fears about,
428–429, 485, 507, 509, 512n30, 519, 522, 542–
543; T. Ford on, 421, 428–429, 485, 490–491;
Frémont report and, 322, 326, 472, 473 (illus.);
general church conference addresses on, 85, 481–482, 505; J. Hardin letter on, 486, 488–
490; healthy climate, interest in, 143–144, 464;
Nauvoo House, records deposited in foundation of,
344; Nauvoo House Association records, disor-
ganized state of, 323, 343–346; numbers instead
of names, O. Pratt on identifying council
members by, 224; overview of administrative
records of JS era, xv–xxii; Quorum of the
Twelve Apostles, minutes of, xvi; records used
in annotations in this volume, lii–liv, 654–655;
revelation of 1830 on, xvi; Seventies, Record of,
523n70. See also Council of Fifty—Record
Keeping; History, church; Journals; Minutes;
Texts copied into Council of Fifty record
Red brick store. See Store
Redfield, David H., 194
Reid, H. T., 265n254
Relief Society, xvi, 92n237, 127n411, 254n225
Religion, freedom of: Council of Fifty members
on, 101–103, 105–106; in kingdom of God,
xxvii; minority groups in U.S., Mormon
views about protection of, xxv–xxvi, xxiv–
xxv, xliii, 85, 101, 106–107; Mormon reserve in
pinierys, proposal regarding, 242; non-Mor-
mons on Council of Fifty, xliii, xlv, 50n110,
74n184, 85, 97; JS on importance of religious
tolerance and, 85, 97–101
Religious separatism, principle of, 217–218,
242–243
Relocation or expansion of church to American
West: advance company, 315, 345, 349; anti-
Mormon convention in Carthage (Oct. 1843)
on, 488n110; business agents, members remain-
ing in Nauvoo as, 510, 512–521, 542, 543; cap-
tains of hundreds and fifties, reports of, 520–
525, 542–543, 545, 546–550; committee to
ascertain facts about emigrating companies,
653 (chart); committee to examine southern
and western geography, 652 (chart); committee
to plan outfitting and travel, 476, 480–481, 653
(chart); completion of Nauvoo temple and
Nauvoo house before, 209, 210, 214, 298, 301–
302, 506–507; Council of Fifty’s role in, xxi,
xxii, xxviii, xxiii, xxv, xxx, xxx–xl, xli, 15, 40–42,
115–116, 252, 258–274, 322, 466, 481, 485, 506;
early Mormon interest in, 244n171; eastern na-
tions, proselytization of, 336; J. Emmett lead-
ing party out of Nauvoo after death of JS,
209–210, 248–251, 257–253; endowments and,
214, 358, 511, 520n72; Europe, proposed
trip of H. Kimball and B. Young to, 276, 280;
evacuation of Nauvoo, xlii–xliii, 310, 321–325,
545, 549; federal efforts to stop, fears about,
428–429, 485, 507, 509, 512n30, 519, 522, 542–
543; T. Ford on, 421, 428–429, 485, 490–491;
Frémont report and, 322, 326, 472, 473 (illus.);
general church conference addresses on, 85, 481–482, 505; J. Hardin letter on, 486, 488–
490; healthy climate, interest in, 143–144, 464;
Rape of Mormon women during Missouri perse-
cutions, 94
Rebaptism of J. Emmett, 463, 472
Record keeping: clerks, secretaries, and recorders,
xxi, 6–8; of conferences of elders, xvi–xvii; of
council of the Kirtland and Missouri presiden-
ties, xviii–xix; of councils, xvii–xviii; editorial
method of this volume, xlvii–lv; J. Emmett
meetings, minutes of, 462; Female Relief
Society of Nauvoo, minutes of, xvi; of general
church conferences, xix; historical sources
used in this volume, 654–655; importance of,
xxi–xlv, xlv; of Kirtland high council, xviii;
Letterbook 1, xix, xx; Letterbook 2, xix;
letters, xix; of Missouri high council, xviii;
Nauvoo civil and military records, xx, 7;
Nauvoo high council, minutes of, xvi; Nauvoo
clerks, secretaries, and recorders,
xxvii, xxx, 464; reorgan-
ization of church under, after death of JS,
205–215; W. Richards as clerk of, 7; rules and
procedures, xxxi; seniority by age in, xxxi,
44n80; W. Smith pamphlet critical of, 512n30;
succession to JS and, xli, 11, 66n164, 206–209,
337–338, 371, 378–380; sustaining vote at general
conference after death of JS (Oct. 1844),
211; U.S. presidential campaign of JS and, xxi,
xxxi, 150, 134n406; western expedition (pro-
posed 1844) and, 407n1, 58n140, 429n735;
Western Mission and, 214; L. Wight company
going to Texas loyal to, 437, 439n768; B. Young
as president of, xxi
Letters: from J. Hardin and others on
relocation of Mormons, 486, 488–490 (text); from L. Wight, G. Miller, and others
proposing sale of Wisconsin lumber mills and
expansion of church, xxx, 11, 15, 18–20, 21–31
(text), 32–36 (text), 37–39, 221, 271n278,
391n643; to J. Emmett company in Iowa
Territory, 247, 250–251 (text)
Quorum requirements for Council of Fifty, 137,
158n417, 146n448, 147, 159, 162n132, 165
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Relocation or expansion of church (continued)

identification of Great Salt Lake region as site of, xliii, 464–465, 472; migration routes, 350n577; G. Miller and L. Wight letters regarding, xxx, 11, 15, 18–16; Mormon interest in American West, xxviii; Neutrality Act of 1794 and, 701n175, 429n736; opposition of communities surrounding Nauvoo as reason for, 88; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, xxxix, 50, 52–53, 55–57, 60, 62, 66–72; (text), 127, 159–165, 632; plans of action for, 464–465, 466, 471–477, 506, 510, 512–521; property of Mormons, disposal of, 483, 485, 488n109, 491, 497–499, 506, 510, 512–521, 523; public statement on Mormon intention to leave Nauvoo, 478, 485, 488n109; Quincy resolutions on, 491–494 (text); Quorum of the Twelve Apostles and, xxvii, xxx, 464; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter and, 213–214, 252, 258–268, 269–274; S. Rigdon on, 88; selection of individuals, families, and companies for, 481–482, 506; shipping arrangements, 498–499; special councils discussing, xxix; state governors petitioned on “Great Western Measure,” 297, 316–317, 329, 461; supply estimates and provision, 481, 499–503 (text), 506, 523; theocracy, plans to establish following, xxx, 521–522; Vancouver Island, Mormon claims to plan to relocate to, 484–485; views of JS on, 471; violence against Mormons in Hancock Co. (autumn 1845) and, 478, 479, 484–485; vote of congregation on, 505; women and children, 521, 523; writs, men hunted by, 521, 525; B. Young on cheerful approach to, 494, 503. See also California; Oregon; Texas; Western expedition and place of refuge, 353; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; police guarding temple in Nauvoo and, 230nn128–129, 659, 416, 430, 448n795, 453; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS, 547; as committee member, 369, 430, 453n813, 653 (chart); on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 222–223; as counselor to stake president W. Marks, 64n158; on J. Dunham’s journey to Potawatomi, 349n134; on emergency defense and place of refuge, 353; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; image, 640 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 649 (chart); Nauvoo Legion and, 230nn128–129, 659, 416, 430, 448n795, 453; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 442; police guarding temple in Nauvoo and, 504; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 218, 225, 276, 298, 324, 349, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 539; on supply requirements for relocation to American West, 502; on suspension of papers prior to relocation, 495; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 82; as trustee for incorporated town of Nauvoo, 426n727; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for,
159; violence against Mormons in Hancock Co. (autumn 1845) and, 479, 481, 483; as watchman set by Council of Fifty, 277; on L. Wight party going to Texas, 437
Richards, Franklin D., xxxiii, 6, 47n99
Richards, Franklin S., 6
Richards, Levi: id., 615; on attendance at council meetings, 130; conferences of elders, record keeping at, xvii; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 221–222; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; image, 640 (illus.); on Jeffersonianism or Jeffersonian Democracy, 91; in lists of council members by age, 186n580, 187, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 44n79, 648 (chart); prayer led by, 453; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 218, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 380, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 510, 538; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 82; writ for arrest in destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194
Richards, Phineas, 228, 277n303, 615 (id.)
RICHARDS, WILLARD: id., 615–616; illness of, 450; image, 640 (illus.); T. Turley gun sold to, 454
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
Catholic alderman, correspondence with, 330n456; death of JS, 200n633, 201nn635–636, 202, 206n314n412; on disposal of Mormon property, 498; J. Emmett leading party out of Nauvoo and, 247, 251, 531; R. Hedlock, correspondence with, xxxiv, 146n447, 147n451, 409n676; on Nauvoo temple and Nauvoo House, 302, 345, 366n36; 386; office, J. Emmett meetings in, 462; ordination of W. Steffey as elder, 17; on proselytizing missions, 59; public statement on Mormon intention to leave Nauvoo, 478; on Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, 431n79; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 316n420, 464, 506; on republication of anti-Mormon publications, 496; succession to JS and, 379n594
CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
flight of JS and others into Iowa Territory, 197–198; on mail interference, 317n423; marriage law, information on, 319; Nauvoo, reorganization and incorporation of, 387; Nauvoo Neighbor article on Mormon behavior during trial of JS’s accused murderers, 450, 452n808; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 50, 52–53, 55, 57, 58, 66, 71; on post office transfer, 166, 169n531; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 294, 295, 317n422; on suspension of papers prior to relocation, 495; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 134, 135; writs served on Mormons, committee to examine, 420, 425
COUNCIL OF FIFTY
administrative motions made by, 74, 76, 94, 290, 292, 295; A. Badlam badgering Richards to call council meeting after death of JS, 226n102; as chairman of first meeting, 19, 39; church and kingdom, query about difference between, 108, 121–129; as committee member, 295, 312, 652 (chart); on constitutional drafting committee, xxxvii, 40, 57n137, 78, 91, 94, 115; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 224; draft constitution read to council by, 110; at first meeting after death of JS, 218; at first meetings following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 37n62; in lists of council members by age, 190, 417n698, 419; as member of, 43, 648 (chart); office, meetings in, 245; on organization and flourishing of, xxxiv; recorded in attendance at meetings of, 148, 165, 218, 232, 277, 298, 324, 348, 372, 390, 421, 433, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 512, 539; on rules and procedures, 281, 476, 518; sustained as member of, 225; on Western Mission, 334, 345
RECORD KEEPING
on burning of church records, 11, 12, 13–14, 223, 279, 298, 325; W. Clayton’s account of JS’s June 1844 activities, incarceration, and murder, 190, 204n643; clerical experience of, 7, 32; J. Emmett meetings, minutes of, 462; general church conference minutes recorded by, 312n234; history of church, work on, 347, 366–369; journal of, 346; minutes of council meetings probably kept by, 137, 148, 160; as recorder for Council of Fifty, xxxi, 6–8, 44, 46n93, 162n514, 165, 223n95; redactions in Council of Fifty record books and, 4; on reports of captains of hundreds and fifties, 523; JS Bible revision manuscripts, efforts to obtain, 414n691
Richards, William P., 616 (id.)
Rifles. See Weapons
RIGDON, SIDNEY: id., 616–617; image, 640 (illus.)
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
as counselor to JS, xvii, 51n111; disciplined, xl, 51n111, 208; endowment with power, 157n488; general church conference addressed by, 85, 88n226, 89n229; history of church and, 366; inflammatory speeches in Missouri, 311; on Laws and Higbees, 152–154, 192n596–597; on offering reconciliation to dissenters, 135; succession to JS and, xl, 66n164, 206–209, 337n481, 338, 371
RIGDON, SIDNEY (continued)

CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS

COUNCIL OF FIFTY
administrative motions made by, 129, 137; as chairman pro tem, 85, 86, 89, 96; expelled from, xli; “last charge” of JS, not present for, 62n149; legality of, 84; in list of council members by age, 187; as member of, 51–52, 648 (chart); on oath of, 43n75; on parliamentary procedure, 55; prayer led by, 169, 218n80; on principles of righteousness and order in the kingdom, 150; on purpose of, 40n71, 88–89, 108, 131; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148; rejected as member of, 216, 226; on JS as prophet, priest, and king, 96; on Texas settlement negotiations, 146; on Wisconsin mission, 58

PERSONAL
H. Kimball on departure contrary to counsel, 263; Kirtland, preaching in, 275n297, 309n400; in Pittsburgh, 159n498, 206, 208, 433n747; as publisher of Latter Day Saint’s Messenger and Advocate, 275n298, 358n542; retirement from meeting on account of health, 56, 63n149; tumultuous relationship with JS, 51n111

VIEWS AND TEACHINGS
on plural marriage, 530n16; on Texas, 58; on theocracy and kingdom of God, xxxvi, 50, 53–54, 62, 73, 75, 85, 88–89, 103–105

Rigndonism and Rigdonites, 347, 357–360, 371, 378–380, 412n682, 436, 446, 454n816, 530

Robinson, Ebenezer, xvii

Robinson, George W., 77

Rockwell, Orrin Porter: id., 617; attempted assassination of L. Boggs and, 51n116; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 216; image, 641 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 51–52, 648 (chart); news of murder of JS and HS brought to Nauvoo by, 205; on officers from Carthage asking for liquor in Nauvoo, 480; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 218, 252, 277, 298, 357, 372, 390, 433, 449, 466, 486, 512, 539; JS’s high opinion of, 51n116; writ for arrest in destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194, 292n446, 320n429

Rockwood, Albert P.: id., 617; on church history, 368; as committee member, 169, 430, 453n813, 613 (chart); on fencing dispute in Nauvoo, 455; image, 641 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 253, 255, 649 (chart); Nauvoo Legion and, 169, 430, 453n813; recommended as council member, 228; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 432, 438, 444, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; as watchman set by Council of Fifty, 277

Rocky Mountains: id., 571–572; Frémont’s report on, 472n63, 473 (illus.); Mormon interest in, xxv, xxvii; Mormon plan to go west of, 505, 507, 509, 521–522, 545; Zion identified as land between Mississippi River and, 31n42. See also Western Mission

Rogers, David, painting of JS by, 643 (illus.)

Rogers, Noah, 305, 334n471, 361

Roman Catholicism. See Catholics and Catholicism

Rome, 125, 235n149

Romulus, 235

“The Rose That All Are Praising” (song), 332n463

Ross, John, 185 (illus.), 185

Roundy, Shadrach: id., 617–618; absent from council meeting, 282; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 546; image, 641 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 417; as member of Council of Fifty, 253, 277, 649 (chart); in Nauvoo Legion and police force, 228n116; prayer led by, 298; recommended as council member, 228; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 537; relocation to American West, selection of companies for, 482; waiving right to speak, 288

Rowley, William, 375n577

Les ruines . . . (Comte de Volney, 1791), 106

Ruler broken by JS, 101

Rules (for printing presses), 413

Russia, rumors that JS tried to sell U. Brown’s naval weapon to, 50n110

S

Salt Lake. See Great Salt Lake

San Francisco Bay, xliii, 473n65, 518n49, 572 (id.)

Sangamo (Ill.) Journal, 444n786, 614

Santa Anna, Antonio López de, 181

Santa Fe, N. Mex., 572

Santa Fe Trail, 350n517

Satan: buffeting of, 154, 155, 192n596, 463; as Lucifer, 92, 278, 360; rebellion of, 360

Sauk and Fox Indians, xxvi, 116n335, 528

Savage, Jehiel, 258n241, 260n242
Sayers, William, 247n185
Schwindler, Jonathan B., 494n122
Scott, Lyman, 498, 618 (id.)
Letters: of introduction, 486 (text), 486–487 (text)
Scott, Winfield, 180n66
Scovil, Lucius Nelson, 228, 618–619 (id.)
Scripture. See Bible; Book of Abraham; Book of Mormon; Doctrine and Covenants
Second Coming: commencement of Millennium, 263–264, 533; Council of Fifty preparing for, xx; Edenic state, return to, xlv; kingdom of God on earth to be established prior to, xxviii; W. Phelps on imminence of, 273; theocracy and, xxix, xxxvi–xxxvii
Sectarianism, 54, 59, 102, 106, 121, 185, 307, 330n456, 401
“The Seer” (hymn), 322
Seer stone, JS employed to use, 315n416
Segee, John Franklin, 327n451
Semple, James: id., 619; fears of federal intervention to stop relocation of Mormons and, 309n26; image, 183 (illus.); on joint British-U.S. occupation of Oregon, 78n193, 174n553; Missouri depredations, memorial to Congress seeking redress for, 107n289, 172n550; petition for territorial land grant presented to Congress by, 162n516; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 60, 161, 164, 166n527, 172n550, 174, 175, 176, 178, 180; on proceedings of U.S. Senate, 60
Seneca Indians, 399n655, 467, 469
Seniority by age, xxxi, xxxii, 43–44, 186, 215, 218n80, 280
Seventies, 60, 210, 260, 521n70
Seventies Hall, Nauvoo, Ill.: id., 572; Catholics purchasing, 520; Council of Fifty meetings in, 235, 251, 276, 295, 371, 388, 389, 417, 419, 421, 436, 452, 453, 466, 479, 484; image, 391 (illus.); “Library Room,” 251; meeting of church leaders after death of JS in, 207; rental to Catholics after removal from Nauvoo, 483
Shakespeare, William, Macbeth, 43n75, 95, 288n333
Sharp, Thomas C.: arrest and trial for murder of JS and HS, 211–212, 314n44; defense of murders of JS and HS, 227n3; letter from William P. Richards on proposed Mormon reserve in pineries, 323n144; O. Pratt on, 447; reprinting articles from S. Rigdon’s paper, 275n298
Shelton, Mr. 240
Shem (biblical figure), 53
Sherwood, Henry G., 406
Shipwreck, G. Adams experiencing, 125
“Shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace,” 403, 406, 416
Shroede, John, 391
Shumway, Charles: id., 619; American Indians, post–Western Mission mission to, 463, 465, 468n54; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 547; as committee member, 652n2 (chart); image, 641 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 459; as member of Council of Fifty, 393–394, 649 (chart); recorded in attendance at council meeting, 421, 432, 510, 536, 539; on Western Mission, 274, 291, 299, 390, 396, 411, 432, 433, 434n752, 436, 461, 462; J. Young attempting to locate, 291, 309, 325n446
Sickness. See Health and illness
Simpson, George, 407n671
Simpson, Samuel, 503n145
Singing. See Music
Sioux, 58n140, 462, 463
Sirrine, Mephibosheth, 547
Slaves and slavery: American Indians as slave owners, 35; annexation of Texas and, 18; balance of slave and free states, 180; biblical curse as justification for, 360n546; “Hail Columbia,” W. Phelps parody of, 118n347; Massachusetts challenging imprisonment of free black sailors in South Carolina, 294n351, 305n387; G. Miller’s and L. Wight’s letters on Mormon relocation or expansion to South and, 31, 35, 39n64; E. Snow on equality and, 117; in Texas, 142, 145n445, 180; U.S. presidential campaign of JS on, 117n345; D. Yearsley on U.S. adherence to, 106
Sloan, James, xxi, 364, 619–620 (id.), 653 (chart)
Slocum, John Jay, 59
Smith, Ashbel, 142n432
Smith, Bathsheba W., 64n161
Smith, David Hyrum (son of JS), 367, 584 (chart)
Smith, Elias (cousin of JS): id., 620; absence from first meeting of council after death of JS, 216n73; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 546; image, 642 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 74, 649 (chart); as Nauvoo postmaster, 169n532, 338n483; in Nauvoo printing office, 375n77, 377; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 232, 276, 298, 347, 372, 390, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 486, 486, 510, 538; sustained as member of Council of Fifty, 255
Smith, Emma Hale (wife of JS): id., 620; clashes with church leaders after death of JS, 482; Nauvoo Mansion leased to W. Marks by, 268n263, 338n483; in pedigree chart of JS, 584 (chart); personal property of JS versus church property, 482n90; plural marriage, opposition to, 65n161, 482n90; Quorum of the Twelve, opposition to leadership of, 227n105; relocation to American West and, 482; JS Bible revision manuscripts held by, 414n691; urging JS to give himself up, 198
SMITH, GEORGE ALBERT (cousin of JS): id., 620–621; image, 642 (illus.)

CHURCH ACTIVITIES
on church history, 5, 368; on emergency defense and release of refugees, 342; on Law brothers, 214; on misleading J. Hardin about Mormon protection, 485n98; on Nauvoo House and Nauvoo House Association, 346n304; 381, 386; on presentation of relocation plans to council, 505; on Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, 448n79; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 407n71, 476; seventies, expansion of, 260n243; on succession to JS, 251, 256

CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 319, 321; list of witnesses for trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, refusal to submit, 461; Nauvoo, reorganization and incorporation of, 387; Nauvoo Agricultural and Manufacturing Association, 374n75; on Nauvoo Legion, 416; at Nauvoo Masonic Lodge meeting, 47n98; on Nauvoo printing office and, 37n62; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 450; on police guarding temple in Nauvoo, 503–504; on police in Nauvoo, 323, 334–335, 338, 362; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 292–293; Wisconsin lumber mills and expansion of church and, 376n60; in list of council members by age, 187; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 648 (chart); Mormon reaction to murder of, 204, 205; on Moses’s government, 93–94; at Nauvoo Masonic Lodge meeting, 47n98; in pedigree chart of JS, 584 (chart); on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 56, 57, 66n167, 71, 72, 161, 162; on principles of righteousness and order in the kingdom, 150; on rape of Mormon women by Missouri militiamen, 94n248; in recorded attendance at council meeting, 148; on Texas settlement negotiations, 146; on theocracy, xxix, 52, 93–94; Upper Stone House interest, 381n606. See also Murder of JS and HS

Smith, Jeremiah, 193

Smith, John (uncle of JS): id., 622; authorized to vote for A. Babbitt, 148n456; on constitution being drafted by council, 80; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 220; on emergency defense and place of refuge, 342; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; illness of, 86; image, 642 (illus.); list of witnesses for trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, refusal to submit, 461; in lists of council members by age, 187, 478; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 648 (chart); on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 449; in pedigree chart of JS, 584 (chart); prayer led by, 118; as president of Nauvoo stake, 211; as president pro temp., 74, 78; on principles of righteousness and order in the kingdom, 150; in recorded attendance at council meeting, 148, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 421, 432, 436, 441, 453, 457, 466, 486, 512, 539; remarks on general subjects, 53; Rigdonism, 358; rules and procedures, 518; on Western Mission, 291, 310, 398, 411

PERSONAL
acting in Pizarro; or, The Death of Rolla, 131n397; on death of JS, 206; illness of, 450n807; on John Smith’s illness, 86

Smith, Hyrum (brother of JS; HS in this index): id., 621–622; arrest of JS, HS, and others for destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194–200, 264n254; as committee member, 652 (chart); on constitution being drafted by council, 37n61, 78, 79, 81; on J. Emmett’s Wisconsin mission, 66n166, 245n179; at first meetings of Council of Fifty following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 396; on First Presidency, 418n79; flight of JS and others into Iowa Territory, 197–198; J. Grant recommended as council member by, 131; image, 642 (illus.); J. Jackson, conflict with, 191n595; on Law brothers, 154, 192n596; letters to church leaders proposing sale of Wisconsin lumber mills and expansion of church and, 376n60; in list of council members by age, 187; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 648 (chart); Mormon reaction to murder of, 204, 205; on Moses’s government, 93–94; at Nauvoo Masonic Lodge meeting, 47n98; in pedigree chart of JS, 584 (chart); on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 56, 57, 66n167, 71, 72, 161, 162; on principles of righteousness and order in the kingdom, 150; on rape of Mormon women by Missouri militiamen, 94n248; in recorded attendance at council meeting, 148; on Texas settlement negotiations, 146; on theocracy, xxix, 52, 93–94; Upper Stone House interest, 381n606. See also Murder of JS and HS

Smith, Jeremiah, 193

Smith, John (uncle of JS): id., 622; authorized to vote for A. Babbitt, 148n456; on constitution being drafted by council, 80; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 220; on emergency defense and place of refuge, 342; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; illness of, 86; image, 642 (illus.); list of witnesses for trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, refusal to submit, 461; in lists of council members by age, 187, 478; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 648 (chart); on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 449; in pedigree chart of JS, 584 (chart); prayer led by, 118; as president of Nauvoo stake, 211; as president pro temp., 74, 78; on principles of righteousness and order in the kingdom, 150; in recorded attendance at council meeting, 148, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 421, 432, 436, 441, 453, 457, 466, 486, 510, 537; on Rigdonism, 358–359; summoned to council to make up quorum, 147; on L. Wight party going to Texas, 437

SMITH, JOSEPH, JR. (JS in this index): chronology, xii (chart), 553–555; W. Clayton’s account of June 1844 activities, incarceration, and murder, xl, 15–17, 190–204; images, 219 (illus.), 643 (illus.); pedigree chart, 584 (chart)

CHURCH ACTIVITIES
addressing general church conference, 85; administrative records of JS, xv–xxii; on American
Indians, proselytizing to, 29n35; Bible revision, publishing of, 414; on J. Emmett leading church members out of Nauvoo, 245–246; Female Relief Society, addresses to, 92n237, 137n411; as first elder, xvii; on First Presidency, 43n79; on France, proposed mission to, 72; frustration over lack of progress on Nauvoo House and Nauvoo temple, 30n39; “last charge,” 62–63, 90–91, 110n303, 118n347, 135n408, 145n442; on U.S. Constitution, xxviii.

See also Revelations

civic, political, and military affairs

British agent, Potawatomi believing JS to be, 410n677; U. Brown’s naval weapon, 50n110; correspondence with U.S. presidential candidates, xxxiv–xxxv; General Smith’s Views on the Powers and Policy of the Government . . . (1844), xxxv, 17–18, 58n138, 60n146, 74n186, 90–91, 110n303, 118n347, 135n408, 145n442; on jointly arming and supplying Indians with Canadians, 406; on mail interference, 317n423; on Mormon newspapers, 373; as Nauvoo Legion commanding officer, xx, 17n7; as Nauvoo vice mayor and mayor, xx; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, xxxix, 50, 52–53, 55–57, 60, 62, 66–72 (text), 127, 137–166, 171–186, 652; on plat for city of Zion, 304n385; post office taken over from S. Rigdon by, 168–169; on U.S. Constitution, xxviii. See also U.S. presidential campaign of JS

conflict and opposition

adultery and fornication with plural wife Maria Lawrence, JS accused of, 168n529, 193; arrest of JS and others for destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194–200, 264n254; conspiracy to kill JS, 64n161, 88n224, 115n464, 152n467, 191n595; defamation, JS accusing R. Foster of, 115n464; frequent arraignments of and charges against JS, 315; indicted by grand jury in Carthage, 165n523, 168n529, 193; slander, F. Higbee accusing JS of, 153n469; support, JS calling for, 168; threatened with arrest by T. Ford, 11; trial of H. Wilson and J. Reynolds for illegal arrest of JS, 138n415. See also Murder of JS and HS

correspondence


council of fifty

burial or burning of records ordered by JS, xxxii–xxxiii, 198, 222, 225; constitution being drafted by, 79, 85, 91–93, 119n349, 128–129; importance of work of, 76–78; in list of council members by age, 187; membership, 648 (chart); organization after ancient order of councils, xxxi, 43; prophet, priest, and king, JS proclaimed as, xxxvii–xxxix, 85, 95–96, 98–99, 105, 120, 131n403, 168n529, 220n82; under JS, xx–xxi, xxxiv–xl; as standing chairman, xxxi, 7, 40, 43, 85, 120n351; on Wisconsin mission, 59

personal

A. Babbitt, tumultuous relationship with, 64n157; identified as Joseph Smith Sr. after death of father, 36n59; B. Johnson, close relationship with, 64n159; B. Johnson, close relationship with, 64n159; journal, 19, 37n61, 100n267, 198n624; L. Wight, close relationship with, 139n421; D. Yearsley’s store, goods obtained from, 229–231

views and teachings

on aspirations of others, 92n237; black people, beliefs about origins of, 360n547; on difference between church and kingdom, 127–129; on dough heads, xxx, 39; on equality, 118; on friendship, 51n116, 223; on religion, 114n328; opinions of people, 51n116; on religious tolerance and freedom, 85, 97–101; on relocation of church to American West, 471; on theocracy or theodemocracy, xxxvi, 92; on U.S. Constitution, xxviii, 101; on war in heaven, 360n545; on wartime appropriations, 355n332

Smith, Joseph, Sr. (father of JS), 36n59, 115, 584 (chart)

Smith, Joseph, III (son of JS), 6n29, 340n489, 584 (chart)

Smith, Joseph F. (nephew of JS), xxxii, 6

Smith, Lovina (niece of JS), 191n595

Smith, Lucy Mack (mother of JS), 204n645, 412, 584 (chart)

Smith, Moses: J. Emmett leading party out of Nauvoo and, 245, 246, 247, 248n194, 527, 528, 529, 531, 532; J. Strang, information about, 208–209

Smith, Robert F., 231n138, 264n254, 292n346, 336n477

Smith, William B. (brother of JS): id., 622–623; G. Adams and, 227n103, 339n486; eastern states, as cause of division and disorder in church branches in, 212, 339n486, 460; endowment with power, 157n488; excommunication of, 460; expelled from council, 510, 512; family history by mother and, 412n684; illness of, 450n877; image, 643 (illus.); letter from
Smith, William B. (continued)
H. Kimball, 249n201; in lists of council members by age, 186n580, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 131–132, 138n418, 649 (chart); not at first meetings of Council of Fifty following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 37n62; patriarch, ordained as, 212, 460; in pedigree chart of JS, 584 (chart); plural marriage, open practice of, 212, 460; “A Proclamation” (1845), 512n30; recorded as present at council meeting, 449, 453, 466, 539; return to Nauvoo after relocation of Saints, 123; sustained as member of Council of Fifty, 251n73, 235; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 135; wife treated for dropsy, 131n396, 212

Snider, John, 346n504, 364
Snow, Erastus: id., 624; acting in
Snow, William, 228
Snow, Willard Trowbridge, 229, 546n11, 623–624
Snow, William, 228
Society Islands: id., 572; committee to prepare papers for missionaries in, 347, 361, 371, 380–381, 394, 438, 440, 652 (chart); letters from brethren in, 305, 344, 361; plan to send additional missionaries to, 334
Solar system, early Mormon belief in twelve planets in, 126n172
Son Awman or Ahman Christ, xxxvii n61, 48, 81, 83, 113
South Carolina, 294n351, 304–305
Spencer, Daniel: id., 624; American Indians, post–Western Mission mission to, 463, 465–466, 467–469, 476; apology for absence, 441; as captain of company of relocating Mormons, 546; as committee member, 361, 390, 417, 422n718, 433, 476, 480, 499n135, 652n18 (chart), 653 (chart); on M. Deming on Mormons’ opponents, 445; J. Emmett leading party out of Nauvoo and, 247, 248, 274n289, 291n344, 533; grand jury, Western Mission participants selected for, 378, 395; illness of, 480; image, 643 (illus.); journal of, 346, 480n87; on kingdom of God and image in Daniel, 73; letter to L. Hinman, 248n192; in list of council members by age, 417; as member of Council of Fifty, 252n162, 322, 324, 649 (chart); prayer led by, 348; recommended as council member, 228; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 347, 372, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 510, 537; on relocation of church to American West, 481, 482; trades association and, 433n748; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 134n407; western expedition (proposed 1844) and, 228n109; Western Mission and, 291, 299, 390, 417, 422n718, 433, 434
Spencer, John C., 333
Spencer, Orson: id., 624; American Indians, proposal to arm and supply jointly with Canadians, 410; as committee member, 347, 476, 499n135, 652 (chart), 653 (chart); on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 222; on Council of Fifty as organization, 278; on disposal of Mormon property, 497, 498; educational background, 51n114; J. Emmett leading party out of Nauvoo and, 247; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; image, 643 (illus.); on joys of sitting on council, 95; on kingdom of God, 54; in lists of council members by age, 190, 499; as member of Council of Fifty, 45, 449n79, 648 (chart); on Moses’s government, 84; on Nauvoo House Association stock lost by L. Wight, 384; on Nauvoo printing office, 371, 412; on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 58; proclaiming JS as prophet, priest, and king, xxxviii, 95–96, 168n529; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 324, 348, 372, 388, 390, 421, 433, 466, 480, 486, 512, 539; on relocation of church to American West, 472, 476; singing at council meetings, 218, 222, 330, 394, 401; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 134n407; Vermont, mission to, 59; on Western Mission, 353–355, 378; on Wisconsin mission, 58, 327–328
Spencer, Orson: id., 624; as committee member, 347, 476, 499n135, 652 (chart), 653 (chart); on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 222; on Council of Fifty as organization, 278; on disposal of Mormon property, 497, 498; educational background, 51n114; J. Emmett leading party out of Nauvoo and, 247; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; image, 644 (illus.); letter to A. Babbitt, 266; in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as mayor of Nauvoo, 374n753; as member of Council of Fifty, 51–52, 648 (chart); on Nauvoo House Association, 384; Nauvoo printing office and, 370–371, 372, 376, 377; not listed as Mason, 86n220; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 446; pineries, proposal for Mormon reserve in, 217, 218, 241–244 (text), 294; on police in Nauvoo, 335; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 218, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 390, 432, 441, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; on religious toleration, 105; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 273–274; on reporter for trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 457; republication of anti-Mormon publications and, 486, 497; on rules and procedures, 280–281, 282n316; Society Islands, preparing papers to send to missionaries in, 361,
INDEX
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380n601, 394n641, 652n2 (chart), 653; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 292, 294, 295, 317n422, 319; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 54; as trustee for incorporated town of Nauvoo, 426n727; Western Mission and, 274n289, 294, 312, 326, 348–349, 350, 353

Spirit, gifts of. See Gifts of the Spirit

“The Spirit of God Like a Fire Is Burning” (hymn), 97n261

“Spiritual wife,” as term, 193n599, 302, 530n16. See also Plural marriage

Springfield (Ill.) Republican, 241

Springfield, Ill., 59, 572–573 (id.)

States’ rights, majority rule, and minority rights, Mormon concerns about, xxv–xxvi, xxxiv–xxxv, xlii, 85, 101, 106–107

Stealing. See Theft

Steam mill, Nauvoo, 503

Steffey, William C., 17

Stigall, George W., 265n254

St. Louis, Mo.: id., 573; Catholics, Mormon efforts to sell property to, 483; “Great Flood” of 1844 in, 170n538; O. Hyde preaching in, 359n544, 360n547

St. Louis Organ, 548

Stockbridge Indians, 461, 468–469

Stoddard, Sylvester B., 269

Stone, Robert, 273

Store (JS’s red brick store), Nauvoo, Ill.: id., 573; built on top of Indian burial mound, 116n335; Council of Fifty meetings at, 19, 37, 45, 47, 55, 73; image, 38 (illus.)

Stout, Allen J., 24n26, 29n36, 32n46, 360n547

Stout, Hosea: on city elections after repeal of municipal charter, 374n573; as committee member, 653n56; confrontation of J. Charles by, 391n617; at Council of Fifty meeting, 522n62, 545; journal, 654; on meetings with J. Hardin and S. Douglas, 483n93, 484n94; Nauvoo Legion and, 369n567, 448n796; on Nauvoo police force, 391n636, 426n727, 448n795; on painting of murder of JS and HS, 408n674; relocation or expansion of church to American West and, 350n518, 522n62, 547; on reorganization of Nauvoo, 356n534

Stowell, Josiah, 315n416

Strang, James J., 209, 258n241, 530n16, 538n32

Suffycool, Elizabeth, 528–529

Suffycool, Samuel, 528–529

Sykes, George P., 547n20

Symmes, John Cleves, 270n272

Symptom, Alexander, 168n539

T

Tampanagos (Lake), 464

Tasmania (Van Diemen’s Land), 124

Tax collection delay until after May 1846 in Hancock Co., 512–513, 514, 515–516, 517

TAYLOR, JOHN: id., 624–625; image, 644 (illus.)

CHURCH ACTIVITIES

addressing general church conference, 85, 91n234; on anointings, 96n259; on church history, 368; on construction of Nauvoo temple and Nauvoo House, 345; at dedication ceremony for first floor of Nauvoo temple, 505; on disposal of Mormon property, 497; on emergency defense and place of refuge, 341; on J. Emmett, 247, 463, 528–529; on Nauvoo House, 363, 365, 366; Nauvoo House Association and, 383; on Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, 437n9; on relocation or expansion of church to American West, 264–265, 475, 476, 515; succession to JS and, 379n19; on supply requirements for relocation to American West, 502, 503

CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS

accused murderers of JS, arrest and trial of, 211; American Indians, proposal to arm and supply jointly with Canadians, 406, 409, 410; S. Douglas meeting with Mormons at home of, 479, 483; “The Government of God” (1842), xxix, 112n317; Illinois state nominating convention for JS, 160, 163; intent to forcibly resist arrest, 338n468; judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 321, 369, 371; justification of extralegal violence in defense of Nauvoo by, xlii–xliii; Nauvoo printing office and, 369–377, 390, 412–413, 415n693, 431; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 452; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 161; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 292, 293, 295; on suspension of papers prior to relocation, 459n125; trades association in Nauvoo and, 216n73, 254n225, 374n573; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 135; on vigilante justice for opponents of Saints, 264–265, 267; writ for arrest of JS and others in destruction of Nauvoo Expositor, 194, 196, 197n623, 301n374, 333n468, 376; writs served on brethren, committee to examine, 423–424
INDEX

TAYLOR, JOHN (continued)

COUNCIL OF FIFTY

absence from first meeting after death of JS, 216n773; addressing new council members, 324, 393, 467; as committee member, 395, 652 (chart); on constitutional drafting committee, xxxvii, 40, 78, 79, 80–81, 91, 114–115, 118, 137n412; at first meetings following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 37n662; on R. Foster, 151; W. Law and, 65n162; leave of absence on business, 453; in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 648 (chart); reconstitution of Council of Fifty under, xxxiii, xlv, 4, 5–6; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 252, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 539; sustained as member of, 225; "The Upper California" (song), 12, 322, 332 (text), 380, 394, 401–403 (text), 404–405, 432, 436n756; on Western Mission, 330, 352, 399, 434

PERSONAL

in W. Clayton’s account of JS’s June 1844 activities, incarceration, and murder, 190, 204n643; on death of JS, 206; dreams, 498; J. Ivins house acquired by, 431n741; shot in attic story of, 509, 510, 511, 521, 542; hymn written by, 322, 359; on theocracy, xxix

TAYLOR, William, 375n577

Telegraph and Texas Register (Houston), 142n431, 144n439, 147n143

Temple: ceremonies in, xxxviii, 278; clothing used during rituals of, 525; dead ancestors, temple ordinances for, 530n14; ritual washings and anointings in, 302

Jackson Co., Mo., 356

Kirksland, Ohio blessing meetings for those working on, 399n653; hymn written by W. Phelps for dedication of, 97n261

Nauvoo, Ill.: id., 573–574; administration of ordinances in, xlv, 507, 510n29, 525n72; capstone ceremony, 45n816, 459; clerks and recorders, 7, 309, 541–542; Council of Fifty meeting in attic story of, 509, 510, 511, 521, 522, 524; dedication of first floor, 505; efforts to complete and sell, 506–507, 509, 512–513, 519–520, 523; endowment of power in, 505; final disposition of, 510, 523; frustrations over lack of progress on, 30; images of, 511 (illus.), 549 (illus.); keeping strangers out of, 503–504; men selected from relocation companies to work on, 498; as monument to Mormon industry, 519; as priority after death of JS, xl, xli, 209, 210, 214, 298, 301–302, 306, 321; public meeting in third story of, 517n46; relocation or expansion of church to American West and, 214, 259–268, 270, 483, 519; rental to Catholics, 483; temple committee, 19, 303n9, 396n6; temple recorder’s office, 574 (id.); L. Wight company going to Texas and, 437; Wisconsin mills providing lumber for, xxx, 24, 29

Texas: id., 571; annexation by U.S., xxx, xlii, 17–18, 57n136, 68, 107, 140–145, 151n462, 180, 271n278, 272n281, 331; colonization companies, 142n433, 146n446; Constitution, 19, 42n72, 145; consuls, 143n436; cotton in, 143–144; creation of state of, 304, 305n386; healthy and unhealthy areas of, 143–144; land and commodity prices in, 140–142, 143; laws, 145; Mexico and, 165n134, 73n181, 145n445, 166n527, 180, 331n461; migration of pinery families to, 148, 157, 158; G. Miller and L. Wight letters regarding Mormon move to, xxx, 11, 15, 18–36; Missouri, settlers from, 177; murder of JS affecting Mormon negotiations with, 151n462; petitioning for protection from foreign marauders, 76; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American emigrants to, xxxix, 50, 52–53, 54–57, 60, 62, 66–72 (text), 166n527, 177–178, 652; population of, 145; presidential terms in, 140n428, 145; proselytizing in, 145, 146; relocation or expansion of church to, xxv, xxvi, xxx, xxxix–xlii, xliii, 17–18, 40, 115–116, 127–128; S. Rigdon on, 58; slavery in, 142, 145n445, 180; JS’s campaign views on, 166n527, 177–178, 652; population of, 145; relocation or expansion of church to, 304, 305n386; healthy and unhealthy areas of, 143–144; land and commodity prices in, 140–142, 143; laws, 145; Mexico and, 166n527, 177–178, 652; population of, 145; presidential terms in, 140n428, 145; proselytizing in, 145, 146; relocation or expansion of church to, 298, 301–302, 306, 321; public meeting in third story of, 517n46; relocation or expansion of church to American West and, 214, 259–268, 270, 483, 519; rental to Catholics, 483; temple committee, 19, 303n9, 396n6; temple recorder’s office, 574 (id.); L. Wight company going to Texas and, 437; Wisconsin mills providing lumber for, xxx, 24, 29

Texts copied into Council of Fifty record

Letters: from A. Babbitt to JS and Council of Fifty apologizing for absence, 86; from J. Backenstos to B. Young introducing L. Scott and M. Noyes, 487; from J. Brown to L. Dana on exploring party, 470–471; from Council of Fifty to J. Emmett company in Iowa Territory, 248–249; from Council of Fifty to O. Hyde and O. Pratt on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 163–165; from Council of Fifty to state governors on grievances in Missouri and Illinois, 312–317; from L. Dana to J. Brown on exploring party, 469–470; from O. Hyde to Council of Fifty on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 172–178, 178–186; from T. Ford (dispatch) on relocation of Mormons, 490–491; from T. Ford to B. Young on repeal
Theft: of foodstuffs from non-Mormons in Lima, Thayer, Ezra: id., 625; addressing Council of Fifty, 81–82, 85, 88–89, 93–94, 102–107; B. Young on lack of division between government of God and government of men, 120
Thompson, Robert B., xxi, 72n178
Thompson, Waddy, 560n34

Times and Seasons: Council of Fifty discussing, 369, 370, 371–377; on death of JS, 193n602; on finishing Nauvoo temple as priority after death of JS, 210; General Smith’s Views printed by, 91n233; “The Government of God” (J. Taylor, 1842), xxix, 112n117; as historical source, 654; missionaries listed in, 601n46; Nauvoo Neighbor response to Washington Globe article on General Smith’s Views reprinted in, 110n303; on Nauvoo temple construction, 302n176; relocation of church to American West and suspension of, 485, 495; serialization of church history in, 431n687; Society Islands, letters from brethren in, 305n388, 334n471, 361n548; urging people to subscribe, 377n587

Timothy (biblical figure), 34
Tindall, Solomon: id., 625–626; adopted by Delaware, 295, 396n650, 421, 431; at council meeting, 433; L. Dana and, 295, 431; Western Mission, accompanying, 396, 421, 431, 432, 436n757

Tithing, 498, 508n23
Titus (biblical figure), 34
Tocqueville, Alexis de, xxv–xxvi

Tories: Council of Fifty as constitution, 137; on name of council, 48

Other texts: draft constitution for Council of Fifty, 110–114; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 67–70; Quincy resolutions on Mormon relocation, 491–494; O. Spencer statement (under name of G. Miller) on proposed Mormon reserve in pineries, 240; from Quorum of the Twelve to J. Emmett concerning sale of Wisconsin lumber mills and expansion of church, 32–36

Revelations: on Council of Fifty as constitution, 137; on name of council, 48

INDEX
Tyler, John (continued)
of, 326n447; creation of state of Texas by, 301n386; image, 183 (illus.); independent movement convention of, 131n404, 162n515; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 71–72, 164n520, 180; suspension of appointment of civilians to officer corps under, 70n174

U

Unitarians and Unitarianism, 100n264
United Kingdom. See Canada; England
United States: id., 574; American Indians, extinguishing eastern land claims and encouraging movement west, 29–30, 33–34, 301n383; American Indians, military conflicts with, 116n335; as “asylum for the oppressed,” 495; Capitol, 173 (illus.); committee to write pointed document of treatment received from, 653 (chart); Declaration of Independence, 94, 111n307, 112n312, 117n341, 129n384; forts or stockades, Mormon efforts to get government contracts to build, 507; Land Act of 1820, 236n153; majority rule and states’ rights, Mormon reservations about, xxv–xxvi, xxxiv–xxxv, xlii, 85, 101; midwestern regional overview, 579 (map); Missouri depredations, memorial to Congress seeking redress for, 106n289; Mormon reserve in pineries, proposal that Congress grant, 216–218, 232–244, 293; Mormons no longer tied to any country, 116; Neutrality Act of 1794, 70n175, 429n736; nomination of army officers in, 70n174; Oregon, joint British-U.S. occupation treaty, 56n133, 60n145, 67, 68n173, 78n193, 132–133, 174–176, 184, 446n789; Oregon, U.S. congressional debates about, 171n316, 60n145, 130, 122–123, 174n53; parliamentary procedure in, xxxii, 207n310; patriotic discourse on, 495n126; per diem rates for senators and congressmen, 116n339; petition for territorial land grant from Mormons, 62n156; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, xxxix, 50, 52–53, 55–57, 60, 62, 66–72 (text), 127, 159–166, 171–186, 652; petition to place Nauvoo under federal protection, 127; records as historical sources, 654–655; relocation of Mormons, fears about federal efforts to stop, 428–429, 485, 507, 509, 512n30, 119, 522, 142–153; states, territories, and provinces, 578 (map); Texas, annexation of, xxx, xlii, 17–18, 57n136, 68, 107, 140–145, 151n462, 180, 271n278, 272n281, 331; voting of Mormons in 1844 presidential election, 313; White House, 173 (illus.). See also Constitution, U.S.

United States Congressional Serial Set, as historical source, 655

Upper California. See California

“The Upper California” (song, by J. Taylor), 12, 322, 332 (text), 380, 394, 431–432 (text), 404–405, 432, 436n756

Upper Stone House, Nauvoo, Ill., 381n606

U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, as historical source, 655

U.S. presidential campaign of JS (1844): actual interest of JS in being president, 127n377; J. Bennet proposed as JS’s running mate, 57n138, 138n491; Congress, call for reduction in size and decrease in pay, 117n339; conventions for, 133–134, 157n489, 158, 160, 163, 652; Council of Fifty’s role in, xxi, xxx, xxix, xxxiv–xxv, 15, 130, 133–135, 139, 148, 157–159; electioneering assignments, 134–135; General Smith’s Views on the Powers and Policy of the Government (1844), xxxv, 17–18, 58n138, 60n146, 74n186, 90–91, 110n303, 118n347, 135n408, 145n442; minority rights, championing, xxxv; murder of JS and, 134n404, 205; national bank, JS’s advocacy of, 74n180, 110n302; one-term presidency principle and, 158n494; Oregon, position on, 67n170; other candidates, JS’s correspondence with, xxxiv–xxxv; political title or slogan for, 90–91, 135n410; promotional materials, 61 (illus.); Quorum of the Twelve Apostles and, xxix, xxxv, 130, 134n406; S. Rigdon as vice presidential candidate, xxxv, 148, 157–159; running mate, search for, 57n138; on slavery, 117n341; Texas, position on, 17–18; on theodemocracy, xxxvi

Utah Lake, 464

Utah Territory, Council of Fifty as government in, xlv

V

Van Bergen, Peter, 420, 423–425, 444n786
Van Buren, Martin, xxxiv, 68n171, 90n231, 162n155
Vancouver Island, Mormon claims to plan to relocate to, 484–485
Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania), 124
Vermont, E. Snow sent on mission to, 59
Very, Charlotte Morgan, 327n451
Victoria (queen of United Kingdom), 269
Violence and vigilantism. See Extralegal violence in defense of Nauvoo; Murder of JS and HS; Opposition

Virgil, Aeneid, 420

Vision of G. Adams during shipwreck, 125n368

Voice of Warning . . . (P. Pratt, 1837), 143n436, 206
Volney, Comte de, Les ruines . . . (1791), 106
Vorces, William, 314n414

“Vox populi, Vox Dei,” 92
Walker, Cyrus, 65n161
Walton, John H., 146n446
Wandell, Charles Wesley, 319, 413n687
War of 1812, 161n510, 353n526, 407n671
Warren, William B., 508
Letter: to church leaders on relocation of Mormons, 488–490 (text)
Warsaw (Ill.) Signal: J. Charles accused of being spy for, 393n637; as historical source, 654; letter using “extermination” in proposing solution to Mormon problem, 424n722; L. Littlefield account of JS’s murder in, 191; Mormons reading, 415; on Nauvoo extralegal police force, 393n637; on Nauvoo Neighbor editorials, 444n786; pineries, proposal for Mormon reserve in, 217, 232n144, 234n148; reprinting articles from S. Rigdon’s paper, 275n298; W. Smith’s pamphlet printed in, 512n30; O. Spencer letter to A. Babbitt printed in, 266n258; tax collection delay attributed to departure of Mormons by, 512n33; F. Worrell, killing of, 487n107, 479
Warsaw, Ill., 478, 493n119, 574 (id.)
Wartime, appropriations in, 355n531
Washington DC, 173 (illus.), 198n264, 574 (id.)
Washington Globe, 74, 75n187, 110, 118n347
Wasp, 373n571
Wasson, Lorenzo D.: id., 626–627; acting in Pizarro; or, The Death of Rolla, 131n397; on difference between church and kingdom, 126–127; at first meetings of Council of Fifty following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 39n63; government in general, remarks on, 81; on J. Jackson, 191n595; in list of council members by age, 190; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 447n79, 648 (chart); nephew of Emma Smith, 227n105; on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 56, 57; prayer led by, 63; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165; rejected as member of Council of Fifty, 227; on Wisconsin mission, 59
Watt, George D., 376n182, 457n824
Ways and means committee, 395, 652 (chart)
Weapons: arsenal in Nauvoo, 230nn128–129, 390, 416–417, 462, 483; J. Hardin search writ believed to be intended to look for, 483n93, 484; harmonica rifles, 341n492; naval weapon invented by U. Brown, 301n110; W. Richards, T. Turley gun sold to, 454; “shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace,” 403, 406, 416; T. Turley, weapons manufactured by, 323, 341–342, 346, 416, 452, 454, 477, 503; T. Turley as gunsmith, 228n117
Webster, Daniel, 36, 361–362, 627 (id.)
Weeks, William, 87, 366n561, 367, 504, 627 (id.)
Weller, John B., 175n554
Wells, Daniel H., 292n346, 445n788
Wentworth, John: id., 627–628; image, 182 (illus.); Mormon petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 55, 60, 62n147, 166n527, 174, 175; Oregon, special interest in, 175n555; religious liberty, JS on, 242n168; in U.S. House of Representatives, 53
Western expedition to Oregon and California (proposed 1844): S. Bent volunteering for, 50n109; J. Dunham chosen for, 229n120; J. Emmett recruited for, 469n55, 531n18; D. Fullmer proposed for, 228n155; Quorum of Twelve Apostles and, 407n71, 498n73; C. Shumway volunteering for, 274n291; D. Spencer proposed for, 228n109; D. Yearsley chosen for, 64n156
Wheelock, Cyrus, 201n638
Whigs: annexation of Texas and, 142n431; convention in Baltimore, 131n404; on “free trade and sailors’ rights,” 90n231; G. Miller on hostility to Saints, 269; one-term presidency principle supported by, 138n494; Sangamo Journal, 654; JS’s correspondence with presidential candidates, xxxiv–xxxv; J. Tyler’s alienation of, xxxiv
Whitehead, James, 229, 628 (id.)
White House, 173 (illus.)
Whitlock, Harvey, 330n16
Whitmer, David, xvi, xvii
Whitmer, John, xvi–xvii, xviii
Whitney, Helen Mar Kimball, 375n580
Whitney, Newel Kimball: id., 628; absence from first meeting of council after death of JS, 216n73; on G. Adams, 340; as alderman in Nauvoo, 374n173; as committee member, 653 (chart); on completion of Nauvoo temple before relocation of Saints, 214; image, 644 (illus.); in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 44n79, 648 (chart); motion to read minutes, 55; Nauvoo House Association records and, 344; police in Nauvoo and, 399; prayer meetings of church leaders after death of JS, 447n793; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 537; S. Rigdon, judge at ecclesiastical trial of, 208; on rules and procedures, 281; steam mill contracted to grind church’s wheat, 301n144; sustained as member of Council of Fifty, 225; as trustee-in-trust for church, 210, 364n559, 541n14; on Western Mission, 290, 291; on L. Wight party going to Texas, 437

Wight, Lyman: id., 628–629; on arrival in Nauvoo from Wisconsin for first meeting of Council of Fifty, 376n60; on death of JS, 206; defended by JS, 139, 150n458; drinking problems of, 139n421–422; J. Emmett and, 528, 530, 532; endowment with power, 157n488; expelled from Council of Fifty, xli, 216, 226, 227, 278, 436, 528, 530; on failure to complete temple, 258n235, 263n249; on frustration of JS over lack of progress on Nauvoo House and Nauvoo temple, 301n39; Gentiles, hostility toward, 300; inquiring in Nauvoo about proselytization of Wisconsin Indians, 211n25, 291n5; in lists of council members by age, 186n780, 187; loss of Nauvoo House stock certificates by, 139n421, 362, 384; on lumbering and milling operations, 148, 155–157; as member of Council of Fifty, 108, 138–140, 649 (chart); migration of pinneries families to Texas, supervising, 148, 155n480, 156–157, 158, 209; G. Miller fetching to Nauvoo, 48; as Nauvoo House Association trustee, 19, 138n418, 146n504, 364; on negotiations with Indians and Indian agent, 32–33; not at first meetings of Council of Fifty following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 37n62; petition for territorial land grant and, 162n516; petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier and, 160, 162, 165, 166n528; on Quorum of Twelve Apostles, 18, 211; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148; on “renegadoes” in Wisconsin church, 32; return from Wisconsin Territory, 137; southern states, mission in, 309n40; Texas, leading group of Saints to, xl, 314n4, 128, 151n462, 209, 263, 347, 362, 436–437, 438–439; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 157, 159n405; on Wisconsin Saints’ committee to report to Nauvoo, 18–19

Letters: to church leaders proposing sale of Wisconsin lumber mills and expansion of church, xxx, 11, 15, 18–20, 21–31 (text), 32–36 (text), 37–39, 221, 271n278, 393n643

Wilcox, Mr., 484n94

Williams, Abiah, 88n224

Williams, Archibald, 494

Williams, Catherine Read, The Neutral French; or, The Exiles of Nova Scotia, 293n347

Williams, Frederick Granger, xxi

Williams, Levi, 211–212, 314n414, 447. 478

Wills, John, 314n414

Wilson, Harmon T., 138n415

Winnebago (Ho Chunk) Indians, 25n29, 26 (map), 32, 156n486

Winter Quarters, Council of Fifty meetings in, xliv, 546, 654


Wisconsin Territory: id., 574–575; communal economies of Saints in, 24n26, 153n480; Huron, Territory of, as proposed name for, 236; G. Miller’s and L. Wight’s letters regarding Saints in, xxx, 11, 15, 18–36; regional overview, 579 (map); Saints’ committee from, 18–19. See also Pine country

Women: council matters, members telling wives about, 456; endowment of unmarried women, 525; Nauvoo extralegal police force, proposal to assign women to, 392n655; rape of Mormon women during Missouri persecutions, 94; relocation to American West and, 521, 525

Woodruff, Wilford: id., 629–630; on G. Adams, 339n486; on G. Adams and W. Smith, 226n103; church history, use of Council of Fifty records in, xxxiii, 5; on death of JS, 205, 206; eastern states, division and disorder in church branches in, 212; England, mission to, 210, 212, 514; “Epistle of the Twelve” (1845), 206; first meeting attended by, 45; gifts and food given to American Indians by, 410n678; image, 644 (illus.); on intertemperate speeches of S. Rigdon in Missouri, 311n403; journal, 621n49, 654; on joys of sitting on council, 81; letter from B. Young, on emigration from England, 514; letter to S. Copeland, asking him to be JS’s running mate, 57; in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 45, 46, 138n418, 648 (chart); not at first meetings of Council of Fifty following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 37n62, 469n44; J. Pack taking place of, 254, 456n821; on Potawatomi
INDEX

delegation, 76n191; proselytizing American Indians, JS’s views on, 79n35; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 358; on succession to JS, 207; succession to JS and, 379n94; sustained as member of Council of Fifty, 215n73, 225; symbols used to mark significant dates in journal of, 62n149; Times and Seasons under, 173n571

Woodworth, Lucien: id., 630; confidentiality concerns, 321, 380; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 222; on death of JS, 206; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; in lists of council members by age, 186n580, 187, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 43, 648 (chart); migration of pineries families to Texas, supervising, 148, 158; Nauvoo House and Nauvoo House Association, 449n79, 347, 363–366, 383, 386; oath of confidentiality proposed by, 42, 47; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 148, 165, 218, 252, 276, 298, 324, 347, 390, 421, 432, 438, 444, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 538; on rules and procedures, 280–281; on supply requirements for relocation to American West, 502; Texas Congress, appointed to lobby, 148, 151, 155; Texas settlement negotiations, xxxix, 47–48, 190n299, 127n175, 137, 140–146, 206, 300; on theocracy, 42; urging JS to give himself up, 198n626–627; on Western Mission, 378

Word of Wisdom revelation (1833), 139n422, 150n418

Worrell, Franklin A., 487n107

Y

Yearsley, David D.: id., 630; chastised, 453; concerns over conduct of, 452–453; on continuation and reorganization of council after death of JS, 222; J. Coolidge, refusal to pay bail for, 231; credit, refusals to provide goods on, 229–231; on difference between church and kingdom, 125–126; on experience of Mormonism, 84; at first meeting of Council of Fifty after death of JS, 218; on liberal principles, 105–106; in lists of council members by age, 188, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 64–66, 649 (chart); recorded in attendance at council meeting, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 510, 538; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 134n407, 135; western expedition (proposed 1844), chosen for, 64n156

YOUNG, BRIGHAM: id., 630–631; image, 219 (illus.), 645 (illus.); journal, 46n92, 540 (illus.), 547–542, 542–543 (text), 654

CHURCH ACTIVITIES

American Indians, proselytizing to, 268, 399n655, 463, 532–533; anointed and ordained as “a king over the house of Israel,” 96n259; church history, preparing for printing of, 413n687; on completion of Nauvoo temple before relocation of Saints, 214; correspondence with R. Hedgdon, president of British mission, xxxix, 146n447, 147n451, 499n676; at dedication ceremony for first floor of Nauvoo temple, 505; eastern states, division and disorder in church branches in, 212; J. Emmett’s return to Nauvoo, 462–463; formal involvement in political and financial matters, lack of, 210; on W. Law’s opposition to plural marriage, 61n66; on Nauvoo House and Nauvoo House Association, 344, 384, 385; optimism in May 1845 about Saints’ situation, 459–460; as president of Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, xxii, 32, 43n79, 211; on republication of anti-Mormon publications, 485–486, 495–497; S. Rigdon, witness at ecclesiastical trial of, 208; Rigdonism and, 358n539, 371, 379–380; W. Smith ordained as patriarch by, 460; on E. Snow’s mission to Vermont, 39; succession to JS and, xl, 207, 208, 210, 211–216, 379–380; D. Yearsley chastised, 453; on D. Yearsley’s refusals to provide goods on credit, 229–231

CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY AFFAIRS

American Indians, proposal to arm and supply jointly with Canadians, 389, 409–410, 411; California, “voted” governor of, 464; counterfeiting charges, 508–509; on fencing dispute in Nauvoo, 454–455; on frequent arraignments of and charges against JS, 351n415; on intemperate speeches of S. Rigdon in Missouri, 311n403; judicial writs, sending on mission those targeted by, 310, 320; Nauvoo, reorganization and incorporation of, 387, 427n727; Nauvoo Legion and, 416, 430; on Nauvoo printing office, 369–370, 373, 374; on opponents of Mormons at trial of accused murderers of JS and HS, 445–446, 447–449, 450; on petition to authorize JS to organize protection of American frontier, 71, 72; on police guarding temple in Nauvoo, 504; on police in Nauvoo, 399n424, 357–358, 393n617; poor families in Nauvoo, on assistance for, 455; repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter and, 212–215, 232n140, 258–260, 361n50, 425n726; state governors petitioned by Mormons, 276, 292, 293, 294, 315n147, 317n422; on suspension of papers prior to relocation, 494–495; unpaid debts in Kirtland, U.S. marshal serving writs for, 420, 423, 444n786; U.S. presidential campaign of JS, electioneering for, 158, 159, 229n127; violence against Mormons in Hancock Co. (autumn 1845) and, 477–479; on wartime appropriations, 355n531; on whistling and whittling activities, 388–389, 392–393, 444n787, 447n790; writs served on brethren, committee to examine, 423, 424–425
YOUNG, BRIGHAM (continued)

CORRESPONDENCE

Letters from: J. Backenstos introducing L. Scott and M. Noyes, 486, 487 (text); T. Ford on repeal of Nauvoo municipal charter, 420–421, 425–429 (text); J. Hardin and others on relocation of Mormons, 488–490 (text); J. Hardin introducing L. Scott and M. Noyes, 486–487 (text)

Letters to: J. Emmett party in Iowa Territory, 248–249 (text), 250–251 (text)

COUNCIL OF FIFTY

on G. Adams, 339; business agents remaining in Nauvoo, 512, 543; on constitution being drafted by Council of Fifty, 89; on L. Dana, 235n218; on destruction of records, 13; at first meeting after death of JS, 218; at first meetings following L. Wight and G. Miller letters, 37n62, 39n63; in lists of council members by age, 187, 418; as member of, 43, 648 (chart); on organization and flourishing of, xxxiv; prayer led by, 218; prophet, priest, and king, 256, 278; recorded in attendance at meeting, 148, 298, 324, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 479, 486, 510, 537; records of Council of Fifty in custody of, xxxiii, 5, 14; on rules and procedures, 282n315; temporary suspension of, 452, 456–457; on unanimity of decisions, 448n82; under B. Young, xi, xxii, xxxiii, xl–xliv, 214–215, 218–225, 251–256;

PERSONAL

acting in Pizarro; or, The Death of Rolla, 131n397; on death of JS, 205–206, 342n493, 351; dreams recounted, 448, 449, 480n84; plural marriage, 460; sickness of, 276, 466n47; singing verses composed by W. Phelps, 110, 118, 138, 496n127

TRAVEL AND RELOCATION

cheerful approach to relocation to American West, 494, 503; on emergency defense and place of refuge, 341–342; J. Emmett’s departure from Nauvoo and, 528, 530, 531–533; Europe, proposed trip to, 276, 280; forts or stockades on Oregon route, Mormon efforts to get government contracts to build, 507; at general conference after death of JS (Oct. 1844), 210–211; pineries, proposal for Mormon reserve in, 216; plan of action for relocation, 512–514, 518–519; property, disposal and shipping of, 498, 499, 512–513; relocation or expansion of church to American West and, xliii, 214, 256–258; secret journey seeking another place of refuge for Saints (Oct. 1844), 211; Emma Smith and relocation to American West, 482; on supply requirements for relocation to American West, 502; on Western Mission, 299–300, 307, 325–329, 350–352, 417, 434; Western Mission, instructions for, 395, 468n55; Western Mission, making final decisions about, 347, 353, 378, 389–390, 399, 400; L. Wight’s move to Texas after death of JS and, 209

VIEWS AND TEACHINGS

on authority of council and Quorum of the Twelve, 400–401; black people, beliefs about origins of, 360n547; on blood atonement, 351; on commencement of Millennium, 263; on dealing with present not future circumstances, 312n405; on M. Deming as martyr, 445n788; Gentiles, hostility toward, xlii, 296; on inflammatory speech, 308–309, 421–422; levity, on avoiding indulgence in spirit of, 421; metaphor of going in the little end of the horn, 115n332; on organization of kingdom of God, 119–121; on revelation, 119; on ruler broken by JS and tyrannical governments, 101; on Saints’ behavior and speech, 421–422; on theocracy and kingdom of God, 82–84, 85

Young, John, 19n16, 631 (id.)


Young, Joseph: id., 631–632; image, 645 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 418; as member of Council of Fifty, 253, 254, 255, 649 (chart); prayer led by, 438; as president of the Seventy, 228n110; priesthood quorums, organization of, 210; recommended as council member, 228; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 276, 298, 347, 372, 388, 390, 421, 432, 438, 441, 453, 466, 480, 486, 510, 537; on Rigdonism pamphlet by O. Hyde, 379; C. Shumway, efforts to locate, 291, 309, 325n446; state governors petitioned by Mormons on grievances in Missouri and Illinois, 292, 293; on Western Mission, 302–303, 399

Young, Lorenzo, 399n655

Young, Phineas: id., 632; image, 645 (illus.); in list of council members by age, 419; as member of Council of Fifty, 401, 419, 422, 649 (chart); ordained as missionary to Lamanites, 399n655; recorded in attendance at council meeting, 432, 536, 537; on Western Mission, 390, 396, 398, 399–400, 411, 432, 436, 461, 462, 468n54

Young Gentlemen and Ladies Relief Society of Nauvoo, 229n126

Z

Zion: id., 575; all of North and South America as, 83, 146n447; Missouri as, 311n42, 575; as place to which tribes shall return, 286; plat for city of Zion, 304, 330; stakes of, 575